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This gives people freedom"— Chris Pace, Student Government President

Regents relax on-campus housing regulations
J AWE VMSON
News editor

BY

Eastern has updated its housing policy.
Eastern's Board of Regents approved
the change to the housing policy
i Saturday to allow students with 60 credit
hours to live off campus.
The policy had stated all single, fulltime, undergraduate students younger
than 21 must live in university facilities.
Exceptions are made for students residing with their parents within a 50-mile
radius determined by a map. Full-time
students must be 21 prior to the first day
of class of any given semester to live off

campus for that semester.
President Bob Kustra feels the change
was necessary.
"Students are interested in flexibility,"
Kustra said. "We have to be as competitive as the next school down the road."
Student leaders agree competition is
the key to a school's success.
"Anything that supports (the students)
makes the university more appealing,"
Student Government Association
President Chris Pace said. This gives
people freedom."
"I am very pleased that the board
passed the proposal," said Chris Bullins,
president of the Residence Hall

Association. "I think it is important for
Eastern to continue to reevaluate its policies and procedures in order to stay on the
forefront of what other schools are doing.
This will be the only way Eastern can
stay competitive with other colleges in
the state in a day when students shop for
value in the colleges they look for."
Kustra said changing the housing policy is one more way to draw students.
"We have a large arsenal of weapons
to promote students to Eastern," Kustra
said. This is one more positive weapon
we can add. This will be the residence of
first choice for students."
Bullins said the new policy will be a

Sophomore police administration

major Jarrod Elkins from Pikeville says
such a change was necessary at Eastern.
"All the policy was for was for them
(Eastern) to make money," Elkins said.
"1 pay less for my apartment"
Some students, however, view the
change as a negative change for Eastern.
"Living on campus is a great experience and now that this has passed, you
will have more people moving off campus," said junior recreation therapy major
Sharlena Davis from Hazard. The dorm
fees may also rise if less people live in
dorms."
Despite student reaction, the new policy will go into effect next fall.

Board allows freshmen
on student government

Helping
Hands

positive one for students at Eastern.
"I am a firm believer that all students
should reside on campus for their first
two years," Bullins said. "Research suggests that students who do so are
retained at a higher rate than those students who do not reside on campus during this period.
"However, I know that many students
do like the privilege to move off campus
at an earlier point than the previous policy would allow," he said. "This policy
allows for the best of both worlds."
Most students seem to agree the new
policy is a positive change.

BY SHA PHIUJPS

Assistant news editor

Turpin, a family and consumer science
education major, took notes Monday

Freshmen at Eastern could
be one step closer to getting the
opportunity to run for Student
Government Association offices.
The constitution currently says
a student must be at least a second-semester sophomore to run
for any offices.
Justin Dobbs, a freshman
sociology
major
from
Lexington, wants the constitution to be amended so firstsemester freshmen will be eligible for the positions.
"All students should be able
to hold any student government
position," Dobbs said.
Saturday, the Board of
Regents passed the proposed
constitution changes. One
change, which will affect freshmen, is the senate body representation will now include one

freshman senator for every 700 with Dobbs say they think
freshmen on campus with no freshmen need to wait their
more than 12 hours of academic turn.
credit. Applications for those
They just got here and don't
positions are due Feb. 24.
know what's going on. How can
This change could
they control somemake way for freshthing they don't
men wanting to run for
understand?" said
executive positions in
Antigone Geromes,
how some
the association. If
19, an undeclared
students feel
freshmen have represophomore from Fort
about the
sentation, they will
Mitchell
changes, A2
want to bring up the
Student Government
issue for more rights.
Association President
Dobbs said.
Chris Pace said he
"I think young people thinks the writers of the constistraight out of high school today tution wrote the requirement
have strong minds and being a because they wanted it. He said
freshman doesn't mean any- it could be a risk for an executhing," said Pete Dahlhauser, tive representative to be a fresh19, a sophomore Wtmdcasting man.
major from Elizabethtown.
"I don't see it as very feasiDobbs said he thinks this ble," said Pace.
will open student government to
However, Pace said he
everyone.
would support the change if it
Some students who disagree passed.

►Black History Month

BSU president discovers
inspiration from organization
Editor's note: Each week during February, The Eastern
Progress will profile an African
American leader on campus.

Lystra
Barthok)

mew,
president
of the
Black
Student
Union
introduced
Nikki
Giovanni
Feb. 3.

BY SHA PHILLIPS

Assistant news editor

Corey Wilson. Progress
Raglena Turpin takes notes for Elizabeth Schmidt in an Identity and Sexuality class Monday morning.

Taking notes in class is way to earn
extra money for some students
BY JAMIE VINSON

News editor

Taking notes is a traditional
task for some students, but
more of a job for others.
Student Judicial Affairs arid
Services for Students with
Disabilities offer a program that
pays students to take notes for
others who are unable to take
notes for themselves.
"The program began in the
early 1980s," said Shirley Rivard,
coordinator of judicial affairs and
disabled services. "I wasn't
(working here), but going to
school here."
The program has 70 participants including notetakers and
students who have notes taken.
"Peer note takers receive a
stipend between $50-$100,"
Rivard said. There is an addition-

\

al $25 if a note taker takes notes
for two students. We also provide
carbon paper for the note takers."
"I work mainly with deaf and
hard of hearing students," Rivard
said. "A deaf student must have
an interpreter. They cannot take
notes and watch the interpreter at
the same time. A note taker
lessens distractions."
Rivard said there are several
ways for students to get involved.
"Someone in class will announce
that you can volunteer," Rivard
said. "You can also stop by Case
Annex Room 205 or 207 and drop
off a copy of your schedule and
we'll match them (schedule) to a
student (that needs notes taken)."
Teena Fannin, a junior recreational therapy major from I-ouisa,
said there are several reasons to.

By the
Numbers
70
Total number of participants

$25
Payment for notes in labs

$50
Payment
it for notes
not« in 090-199
level clai
classes

$75
Payment for notes in 200-399
level classes

$100
Payment for notes in 400 level
classes or above

Black
Student
Union
President I.ystra Bartholomew
is a busy woman.
During her four years at
Eastern, she has accomplished
more than most students
dream.
Bartholomew. 21. has served
as the BSU president since last
spring.
"It's changed my life,"
Bartholomew said.
When she came to Eastern
on a track scholarship in 19%,
Bartholomew said she was shy.
Coming from Rochester, N.Y.,
she said getting involved in the
BSD gave her the chance to
develop leadership skills.
"At first all I was doing was
track and 1 needed something
else to do," Bartholomew said.
Being a member of the BSU
has given her opportunities she
wouldn't have had otherwise.
Bartholomew had the privilege
of introducing poet Nikki
Giovanni last week. Because of
the event, she also had dinner at
the president's house with
Giovanni.
There's a lot of potential to
get involved." Bartholomew
said.

The BSU has changed its format at meetings to include dis-
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cussion time, Bartholomew
said. At the last meeting, students talked about interracial
dating.
"1 was just playing the mediator and trying to direct questions. It was interesting,"
Bartholomew said.
Bartholomew also is involved
with the University Diversity
Committee, which tries to
improve retention of minority
students at Eastern.
"It's been a learning experience coming here from New
York, there's a much slower
pace," she said.
Bartholomew is glad she
came to Eastern. She said it has
given her a different view of the
world.

"I've got to see
how the real world works and
how to deal with it,"
Bartholomew said.
Her inspiration comes from
her father, Cecil, and mother,
Gloria. She said her mom has
always tried to give her the best
in life.
"My dad has shared his wisdom of the world and how it
works with me." Bartholomew
said.
Her track coach. Rick
Edmann. has enjoyed watching
her mature and change over the
past four years.
"She's always positive and
dedicated as a student-athlete."
See President, A5

►Weather

►Reminders

TODAY
Hi: 60
Low: :i.r)
Conditions:
Mostly cloudy ^»

The Summer Camp Job Fair is
happening today in Keen
Johnson Building from 9 a.m.
4 p.m.

m

mk 60, Showers
SAT: 41, Showers
SUN: 46. Mostly cloudy
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Monday is Valentine's Day.
Don't forget to let that special
someone know you care.
Tomorrow is Fraternity Spring
Bid Day.
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Freshman freeze out
Student Association
overdue in opening
doors to freshmen

Allison Craio/Progress

The Student Senate is no longer
age discriminatory. The Board
of Regents passed an act at its
meeting Saturday that will allow
freshmen to be members of the senate.
This is a mature decision that is way
past due.
Until Saturday, students had to be
second-semester sophomores before
they could sit on the senate.
We are not in high school anymore,
and being a freshman should not carry
the stigma it did when we were. No
longer are our classes separated by our
year in school In college, classes are
made up of a wide range of students of
all ages and years. And now, the
Student Senate will be too.
Having this diversity of age and
experience will more than likely
prove to be a good thing for the
senate.. Freshmen might see things
someone who has been here longer
might not. Because sometimes different things affect freshmen, they
will bring a new fresh perspective
to the organization. It is important
to make sure the Student Senate is
a representation of the entire campus.
Issues such as parking problems and
the need for more technology are not
things you first experience as you
advance through your college career.
These are problems that hit you in the
face the minute you step onto campus,
and you shouldn't have to be a certain
age to be able to make a difference. It
doesn't take a certain amount of credit
hours to see things that need to be
changed.
Maybe the writers of the Student
Senate's original constitution wanted
to ensure its members would have'
experience, but what they were really
doing was cheating themselves out of
just that.
If a student begins working on the
senate when he is a freshman, he will
have a much greater understanding
of how the process works by the time
he is a senior.
Freshmen make up a large part of
Eastern's population, and they should
be represented on the senate. Thanks
to the Board of Regents, now that is
possible.

► Campus Comments
The Board of Regents voted Saturday to allow freshmen
to hold office on the Student Association. Luke Ramsay,
Progress photographer, asked several students on campis if they agreed wiw trie Boanl's decision.
ROBERT ELLIOT

Yes. All students
should be equally
represented.
Ashland
Major:
Broadcasting
Year Freshman

.?

(Freshmen) have an
opinion just like everyone else.
Hometown:
Cumberland
Major:
Communications/
Microbiology
Ysar: Junior

Yes, so they can represent the new ideas coming on campus.

Union
Major: Psychology
Year: Sophomore

No, because they are too
inexperienced and they
should wait until they're
sophomores.
Hometown:

Louisville
Major: English/French
Year: Junior

Students could help solve enrollment, retention woes
Every student who comes to Eastern will make many
changes throughout the time it takes to graduate.
There will be changes in views and opinions, appearance, interests and probably even a change in major. So
how is it possible for Eastern to cater to the ever-changing
student?
That is the question not only this university, but also every
college in the nation, constantly tries to answer. It is a tough
question, but with enrollment and retention numbers on the
decline, the answer is going to have to come quick
First we have to understand getting students to Eastern
and keeping them here are two very different challenges.
Enrollment — getting students here — is important to
every institution. Our enrollment figures are the lowest
they have been in three years. Eastern is going to have to
look to its current students for ways to snag more students.

Current students, professional educators, should be
sent to every school in the region to recruit This is done
in the surrounding area, but should be expanded to the
entire target area for students, including all of central and
eastern Kentucky.
Prospective students need to hear what the university
has to offer from someone their own age, or at least close
to it It is easier to believe someone who has nothing to
gain from students choosing Eastern over the University
of Kentucky or other schools.
Retention — keeping students through graduation — is a
much more difficult problem to solve. Although steps are
being taken to fix the problem, more could be done.
The new scholarships available are a good start. Also,
the new $500 monthly stipend provided to nursing students so they can finish school more quickly instead of
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having to have a job on the side is another brilliant idea.
That same program should become available to all students, though. Many students find themselves trying to
work to support their education and when it comes time to
chose between furthering their education or providing for
themselves or a family, they are forced to choose the latter.
The retention program is considering the idea of conducting interviews with graduates to look for answers.
This is also a great idea, because no one knows better
how to keep students than those who stayed in the first
place.
Both the enrollment and retention problems are very
important ones for the university. Eastern needs to get
more students involved. Students change; that is a given.
But if the university is serious about getting and keeping
students, it must first look to the students for advice.
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Eastern should remove dead birds from campus
Carcasses littering
campus, front yards

KRFTCN
ROACH
Kristen Roach
is an art
major from
Connecticut.

Ah, the joys of the first day of
school: finding classrooms,
reuniting with old friends,
birds falling from the sky.
Yes, my return to The Campus
Beautiful this spring was somewhat
tarnished. That first Tuesday, walking
to my night class in the Campbell
Building, I saw a bird plunge onto the
street Its one flapping wing made
swirls in the falling snow. I stopped
long enough to move it from the pavement to safer ground.
A few paces later, I saw a car
careen onto the wrong side of Second
Street and stop there. A second car
swerved and stopped at the intersection with Kit Carson Drive. "What the
heck is going on here?" I thought.
Then I saw the birds; more birds
spun themselves in anxious circles in
the road.
The drivers were trying to avoid
hitting them. A few of us moved the
birds out of the path of traffic and
wondered at the incredible cold snap
before venturing to class. One girl
said a veterinary assistant taught her
class and maybe she would bring a
bird in to find out what was wrong
with them.
I probably discovered the answer
before she did. Stepping into the elevator in Campbell, I met one of my
classmates and remarked on the oddity 1 had just witnessed. "What kind of
birds are they?" he asked. "They
looked like starlings or something," I
responded, and he filled me in on the
fact that the university poisons the
birds.
I remembered hearing about
some kind of bird problem on campus, but was it really bad enough that
they had to poison them? On my walk
home that night, I counted a dozen
birds. Their wings were no longer

Happing.

Kustra's doorstep.

The small bodies were still there
I liked the idea, but unfortunately,
the next morning, and the next Every I still couldn't bring myself to pick the
day I had to walk by them, beside the
things up. I took the concerned-yetSecond Street sidewalk, on the
law-abiding-citizen route and called
Newman Center walkway,
the Information Desk at
on the ball fields of the
the Powell Building. The
park and of Madison
I tried to
gentleman there was kind
Middle School. In my
enough to give me the
make
light
head. I composed a letter
number of Vice President
to The Eastern Progress
Doug Whitlock.
of the
to voice my opinions.
I spoke with Mr.
Who is responsible for situation,
Whitlock on, Jan. 28.1 told
picking up these birds?
him that I, too, had a bird
Joking that
Thanks to Punxsutawney
problem, but it was differPhil and Mother Nature's Tuesday
ent than his. I said. The
cryogenics, their decombirds you poison fall onto
night's
position may remain susmy property"
pended for six more
dinner must
"Are there an excessive
weeks. But what of spring
number of birds?" he
not
have
asked. I am still trying to
thaw? And can the university really consider litterfigure out what an excesing campus and the sursive number of universitywith these
rounding area with bird
poisoned bird carcasses
might be. I responded
carcasses a solution to the guys, but it
dryly, "There's more than
problem it had before?
didn't make I'd like."
But I never wrote the
letter, and I never sent it.
He t< ok my address and
it easier to assured
me with a sigh that
In the end, I thought
"Who would take this seri- walk by
someone " ould be sent to
collect the animals. I asked
ously? One little artist's
whining won't change uni- them.
him if that person could
perhaps walk Summit
versity policy. No one will
Street and pick up the
listen because the birds
aren't on my property."
dozens there too. "Alright" he said,
Until last week. Wednesday mornand I could almost feel the pat on the
head he would be giving me if I'd
ing I walked out of my house on
Madison Avenue, and there were
been in his office.
dead starlings on my lawn. I was
But I am not a child. I am 28 years
irate. Surely, even if Eastern did get
old. And I am not a troublemaker. I
have been on the President's List
around to cleaning up, they wouldn't
come this far. In addition, the number every semester since I transferred to
of dead birds I saw on the way to cam- this school.
I expected to be taken seriously
pus had doubled.
when I took the appropriate meaI tried to make light of the situation, joking that Tuesday night's
sures to inform the university that
dinner must not agree with these
its actions are affecting students in a
negative manner.
guys, but it didn't make it easier to
But the birds are still there, on my
walk by them. I thought of rebellious ways to respond — perhaps I
lawn and elsewhere. If the university
would take the birds from my propcan't spare the manpower to clean up.
they shouldn't have poisoned the
erty and deposit them on President

Few losses shouldn't shake
faith of true Kentucky fans

JAME HOWARD
My turn
Jamie Howard
is a senior
journalism
major from
Reming Neon.

without the support of fans where would
University of Kentucky basketball has
they be?
been a withstanding Kentucky tradiThe team consists of a lot of new players
tion over the span of many years.
this season, with only a few starters returnCoaches such as Adolph Rupp, Rick Pitinb
ing, so at first it's going to take a while to
and Tubby Smith have lead the Wildcats to
adjust. That is exactly what they
numerous NCAA championships.
without the help of a few
To many UK basketball fans, it's
I'm upset did,
unworthy fans.
not just a game; it's a way of life.
The Wildcats have completI have been a fan since birth,
about the
ed a turnaround these past coualong with many other southeastfact that
ple of months, so naturally the
ern Kentucky residents, but my
traitor fans jumped back on the
Cat fever really started when I
some UK
wagon. They're back screamwas a freshman in high school. It
fans are
ing and yelling for the team
was when the infamous UK vs.
they supposedly loved uncondiDuke NCAA tournament game
fairtionally. THEIR team is doing
resulted with the Cats losing and
good. They can start watching
weather
Christian Laettner stomping on a
games again and cheer for
UK player.
fans. They THEIR Cats.
Needless to say, I'm not very
I'm just glad I can say that no
fond of Duke teams to this day.
ride on
matter how many games they
After that season I was ready to
tho true
win or lose. I'll still be a true
watch the Cats go all the way and
fan. If they were to never win
win a championship for themblue
fan
another game, I would still be a
selves. After all. they deserved it.
fan because they are the
But that's not why I'm upset
wagon
Wildcats.
I'm upset about the fact some UK
until tho
I can say 1 will still get chills
fans are fair-weather fans. They
the announcer at Rupp
ride on the true blue fan wagon
boys from when
Arena begins each game with,
until the boys from Lexington
Lexington "and now your Kentucky W-i+d-cstart their season with a few losses. What they should realize is
start their a-t-s!"
So what happens when the
that you can't win them all.
Wildcats end with a successful seaIll be the first to say the Cats
season
son and make their way to possistarted out their 1999-2000 season
with a
bly the 1999-2000 championship
in a little slump, but I still hung
game? The fans are right back
with them.
few
where they started from. "UK all
I listened to Cats' fans talk
losses.
the way."
about them and stop watching
I know in my heart that if the
games, thinking the team would
Cats end with a losing season this
go nowhere this season, but 1 still
year and maybe even lose in the first round
watched.
of March Madness, my blood will still bleed
This doesn't seem like a true fan to
blue, for I am a true University of Kentucky
me. The team still needs support
whether they lose or win games, because Wildcats fan.

impression of bookstore
This letter is in regards to the
article written by Jamie Vinson
and published in the Jan. 27 edition of The Eastern Progress. My
name is Paula Jones and I am a
part-time faculty member teaching COM 320 in the Mass
Communication department th.s
semester.
In Jamie's article, she attempted to support her complaints of
the local bookstores not having an
adequate number of books on
reserve.
In doing so, she has stated
some non-factual information.
For example, neither of the
bookstores were at fault in
attempting to order books from
the chosen publisher for my
COM 320 class.
The fact is the bookstores
have always been very helpful in
ordering books and attempting
to have an adequate number of
books on hand. There really is
no fault or blame to be
assigned. The circumstances
were beyond the bookstore's
control.

In my opinion, it was crucial to
have the textbooks in the students' hands by the second class
meeting.
Since I came on board for this
semester after the deadline date
to order books. I really felt I had
no other way to ensure textbooks
were available in a timely fashion.
With the situation as it was, I
took it upon myself to handdeliver textbooks to my students so that they would not be
inconvenienced. I requested
that students make their money
orders out directly to the bookstore where I made the purchase.
I did not profit from this action
in any way. I went out of my way
to help my students. I did not
intend for my efforts to be misrepresented as an insult to our local
bookstores.
The second incorrect fact
that was stated in her article
was that students were not
allowed to purchase used textbooks. In fact, one former student did indeed come to my
classroom on Jan. 27 to sell his
used book directly to the stu-

This dead starling, and several others like it. dot Karen Roach's Madison
Avenue lawn. Roach wants the dead birds cleaned from her property.

birds in the first place.
Perhaps they could offer a bounty
for any student who brings a corpse
to class. Ten dollars per starling. I'd
have next month's rent in a few min-

Correction
A cuteline in last week's
Progress mistated Eastern's
enrollment since the mid1980s. The enrollment has fluctuated over the past decade,
but'has decreased since 1997.
The Eastern Progress will

publish clarifications and corrections when needed on the
Perspective pages.
If you think we have made
such an error, please send a
correction to the editor in writing by noon Monday before
publication on Thursday.
The editor will decide if the

utes.
Does the university have any
other suggestions? And if not, can I
have Vice President Whitlock's
address?

correction deserves special
treatment, or needs to be in the
section in which the error
occurred. Send corrections to
117 Donovan Annex, or e-mail
them to progress@acs.eku.edu.
if you have any questions, call
Jacinta Feldman or Dena
Tackett at 622-1572.

How to Prepare
for a Federal Job
Federal Law Enforcement Agencies
Employment Skills Seminar

Saturday, March 4,2000
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
354 Stratum Building, EKU
[1st Weekend)
As Presented to: University el Louisville University ef Cincinnati.
University el Georgia. Celllomls State University.
University ol Nevada- las Vegas. University ol Alabama
Seminar Presenters. Mr William A. Curley a Mr. Oavid Haighi

SeminarOutline:

► Letter to the editor
Column gives wrong

James Branaman/Progress

dents.

The student was successful in
selling his book that evening at a
discounted price.
I can only assume that the
other students from last semester
chose to keep their books for
future reference, as so many do. I
encourage my students to purchase used textbooks whenever
possible.
I recognize that Jamie may not
have enough experience yet to
realize the importance of obtaining all of the facts before she publishes an article or opinion in the
school newspaper.
However, it is critical to be factual and professional. It is important to share all of the facts, not
just those facts that support your
claim or opinion.
I would also have appreciated
the opportunity to talk with Jamie
about her concerns before she
published her complaints in the
school newspaper. This would
have been a matter of professional
courtesy.
Thank you for this opportunity
to set the record straight
Paula Jones
Instructor

•

Major Federal Law Enforcement Agencies & What they do
Employment Qualifications - What Skills do you NeedP
Preparing the Application Form - How it is Perceived
Questions to Ask the Recruiter - What to askP
Contacting the Office of Personnel Management
Applicant Listening Skills - Improve your Performance
The Formal Panel Interview - Be Prepared
Questions to Ask at the Formal Panel Interview

\
v
v
\
\
\
\

To Register: (limitedSeating]
Call (606)622-2131
or
Stop by Stratton 313
Cost: $10.00
Reserve by: February 28.2000
Sponsored by EKU College of Law Enforcement
a Program ol Distinction
\
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News Briefs
compiled by Sha Phillips

Regents up graduation costs

Malta a ■—I In girl's livas!
Bear
Creek Aquatic Camp on Kentucky Lake
Camp Pennyroyal near Owensboro. KY
Positions available Unit Counselor.
Lifeguard. Canoe Instructor. Cook. Nurse.
Business Manager. Assistant Director. Trip
Director. Crafts Director See website
Shaw at 1-888-771-5170. Stop by our
booth at Keen Johnson on Thursday. Feb
10th(9:00-4:00) to sat up an interview1

Camp job event held today
The Department of Recreation and Park
Administration is sponsoring a way for students
to find summer camp jobs. The event will take
place from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today in the Keen
Johnson Building. Students wishing to work as
counselors and programmers at summer camp
programs this year are encouraged to attend.
For more information, call 1837.

The Burke Welmess Center in the Weaver
Building has been renovated. The center will
be open from 6 am. to 7 p.m. Monday through
Friday to all students, faculty and staff. New
equipment has been added as well. Some TV
monitors and two computers are ready for use.
Other items can be checked out.

Dance workshop held tonight
An Appalachian Dance workshop will be
held at 7 tonight in the Weaver Dance Studio.
Dance scholar Susan Spalding and Berea
College students will perform and have a
workshop as part of the "Celebration of
.Appalachian Women" series.

Microfilm costs decrease
Printing microfilm and microfiche in the
Crabbe Library is now less expensive. The
price fell from 25 cents to 10 cents per page.
The machines accept dimes only and cannot
make change.

wAHTEb

Manhattan Club. Richmond s only Adult
Entertainment Bar. now accepting applications for employment Call 623-4429 or
coma by 221 Water Street

Eastern's Board of Regents approved an
increase in graduation fees at its meeting
Saturday. The board increased the undergraduate graduation fee from $14 to $20 and
the graduate' graduation fee from $26 to $40
to recover the costs of providing caps, gowns,
tassels, hoods and diploma covers for graduates, all of which graduates get to keep.

Center's renovations complete

► Progress Classifieds
H£LA

Work from Home My child comes to the
Office Everyday Earn S500-S1500 PT<
$2000-????FT/mth Call (888)373-9729
Earn an extra $400.00 per week For tree
info send a SASE to: DDB P.O. Box 1011
Terre Haute. IN 47808

Corey WteorVProgfess
Charles Hay, library archivist, resigned as faculty senate
secretary after nine years of service.

Faculty Senate honors archivist Hay
A gold watch, an
unframed print and lots of
kind words ushered out
Charles Hay's nine years of
service as (acuity senate secretary Monday afternoon.
Hay, who is an archivist
and not actually a faculty
member, has been the senate secretary since 1991.
Expanding areas in
special collections are
requiring more time in the
library, and less time for
the senate. Hay said.
Recording the minutes
of the meeting is a time
consuming task that could
sometimes take more than
20 hours, so he decided to
turn in his tape recorder.
Paula Kopacz, who

began as chair the same
time Hay started as secretary, said Hay's organization and dedication made
her first year much easier.
"Charles was a constant, effective, efficient
presence behind the
scenes for the entire
year," Kopacz told the
members of the senate.
Her sentiment was
echoed by several former
chairs, as they one by one
thanked him for his work.
After almost a decade
of recording the senate,
he only had to make
changes to the minutes
five or six times, he said.
"Frankly I think it's
amazing," Hay said.

Child Cam Nssrjsd in our home for well
behaved boy 13. girl 10. Northern Madison
County (Boonesboro). 8:30-5:30 MondayFriday
May 30-August 3, 2000.
Dependable & Safe trasportation required
and good driving record Athletic, good
swimmer. 3rd or 4th year education major
preferred, but will consider others
References Required1 Resumes being
accepted 1/15/00 through 3/13/00 Send
inquiries and references to Thomas
Tandy 118 Constitution Street Lexington.
Kentucky 40507 527-527-3541
Greater*: Marketing firm seeks aggressive,
polished people with great communication
skills to conduct market research Earn up
to $300 to $400 per 2 day events' Must
have dependable transportation, some travel involved Internship or possible college
credit available Please send resumes to
2900 East point Parkway. Louisville. KY

alarm in Commonwealth Hall
caused by a two-burner electric
stove smoking in Room 1402.

alarm in Dupree Hall after a
heater motor caused a burning
odor.

Feb. 4
Jonathan D. Karris. 18, Keene
Hall, reported a textbook and a
scientific calculator missing from
his backpack.

Catherine Redmond, 19, Combs
Hall, reported her cellular phone
was taken from the Powell
Fountain Food Court after she left
it on a table.

Jason W. Smoot, 19, Keene
Hall, reported a dent in the driver's side door of his vehicle
while it was parked in the Keene
Hall lot

Pamela Jean Picard, 20, Clay
Hall, was arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia.

Jan. 30
James
Fisher,
22.
Commonwealth Hall, reported his
book bag with three textbooks
and fraternity materials were
stolen from the Crabbe Library
computer room.'

Jan. 27
A McGregor Hall woman
reported receiving harassing
phone calls from an off-campus
source.

Feb. 2
The
Richmond
Fire
Department responded to an
electrical odor in the Stratton
Building. The building was evacuated and an electrician found an
oscillating fan turned on with the
motor burned out.
Feb. 1
Jason Jackson, 23, Todd Hall,
reported damage to the bug
shield on his vehicle while it was
parked in the Kllendale lot.

A Walters Hall woman reported
receiving threats from another
Walters Hall resident.
Jan. 29
A Dupree Hall woman reported
receiving harassing phone calls
from an off-campus source,.
Vernon L. Cox. Jr., 20.
Shelbyville. was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication
and disorderly conduct

Keene HaU lot

Robert M. Martin. 21. Louisville,
was arrested and charged with
operating a vehicle under the
influence of alcohol, improper registration plates and no insurance.
After being booked and searched
in the Madison County Detention
Center, he was also charged with
possession of drug paraphernalia
and possession of marijuana.

Leslie Maiden. 21. Telford Hall,
reported a compact disc player had
been taken from her vehicle while
it was parked in the Telford Hall lot

Jan. 28
Clinton L. Owens, 1«*. Waddy.
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

The
Richmond
Fire
Department responded to a fire

The
Richmond
Fire
Department responded to a fire

Jan. 31
Daniel Gardner. 18, Keene Hall,
reported damage to the front and
rear passenger-side tires on his
vehicle while it was parked in the

A
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•"ACT NOW! Last chance reserve your
spot for SPRING BREAK! DISCOUNTS
for 6 or more' South Padre. Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas, Acapulco. Florida. &
Mardi Gras Reps needed...Travel tree
800-838-8203/ www leisuretours.com
$1,000 * WEEKLY!! Stuff envelopes at
home for $2 00 each plus bonuses Work
FT or F7T Make $800» weekly, guaranteed' Free supplies No experience necessay For details, send one stamp to:N90. PMB 552, 12021 Wilshire Blvd.. Los
Angeles. CA 90025
Work where the beer I* batter Madison
Garden Now accepting applications for all
positions
Help I need somebody Madison Garden

Spring Break Spsclsta! Bahamas Party
Cruise1 5 Nights $279' Includes Meals'
Awesome Beaches. Nightfitel Departs From
Flonda' Panama City Room With Kilchsn.
Nsxt To Clubs. 7 Parties ft Frss Drinks
$129! Daytona Room With Kitchen $149'
South Beach (Bars Open Until 5 a.m ) $159!
Cocoa Beach (Near Disney) $179" spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
■SUMMIT LUXURY CONDOS NEXT TO
SPINNAKER CLUB OWNER DISCOUNT
RATES (404)355-9637
SPRING BREAK 2000 Cancun, Mazatlan.
Acapulco. Jamaica. S Padre Ratable TWA
flights Biggest Parties ft Bsst packages
Earn a FREE trip Be a campus Rep'
1 800.SURFS UP wwwstudentexpress.com

For Rant
Rommate nssdsd, 2 bed/ 2 bath apartment student/ non-smoksr preferred
dose to campus. 626-1878

TRAVEL...

SPRING BREAK

GO DIRECT! *1 Internet-based company
offering WHOLESALE Spring Break packages by eliminating middlemen' ALL
Destinations1 Guaranteed Lowest Price!
1-800367-1252
www.spnngbreakdirect com

CLN GORr PARTf

, ftpHPHt
•

:',

;■■

$99

fcck?fcUVrtBS
ItOOESI KXSt. BECK
TroptcaJ ,aV-|

Peaches ^
of Florida

1 0?? 257 5431
u/uw.fl of tiatpf mqfertak.com

^^F I R S T

Best Prices ♦ Best Parties
Best Airlines-Saturday Flights

The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's
Division of Public safety.

Feb. 3
Christopher T. Akers. 20, Clay
Hall, was arrested and charged
with alcohol intoxication.

Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs
Student Group* Student organizations
earn Si .000-S2.000 with the easy cam
pustundraiser com three hour tundraismg
event. No sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today1
Contact campustundraiser.com. (888)9233238. or vwt www.compiMhairiralaar.com

• 1 Panama City Vacation*! Party
Beachfront O The Boardwalk Summit
Condo's. ft Mark II Free Drink Parties!
Walk to Best Bars! Absoluts best pries!
All major credrt cards accepted' 1-800234-7007 www.eno1esssummertours.com

VIA

CANCUN ^$39 9
JAMAICA ^$469
MAZATLAN ^$399
ACAPULCO*'$449
S. PADRE ^$409

compiled by Sha Phillips

A Clay Hall man reported
receiving an estimated 500
harassing telephone calls from an
off-campus source.

Need Experience (and money?) Jon a fast
tun. and growing company as your campus
representa*ve (Textile hours. responsrvMes
and compeWve pay No experience. «jst personality
needed
Visit
www.mybytes.com/StudentRep tor more
■aormaaonandtoWcxxanonBTeapplfcason

tl Spring Break Vacatlonsl Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahama*. A Florida. Best Prices
Guaranteed' Free Parties & Cover charges'
Space is Limned' Book it Now) Al major
credrt cards accepted! 1-800-234-7007

SPRING ,4.
BREAK «P*

Police Beat: Jan. 26- Feb. 4

Kevin
R.
Wallen.
20,
Middlesboro, was arrested and
charged with failure to illuminate
headlights and driving under the
influence of alcohol.

40223. or tax to 502-425-3848

Jayur Patel. 22. Richmond, was
arrested and charged with
improper display of registration
plates and driving under the influence of alcohol.
Jan. 26
Kimberry A. Bailey. 20. Burnam
Hall re|xirted damage to the passenger-side mirror of her vehicle
while it was parked in the Keene
Hall lot.
A Coates Building man reported a man making terrorist threats
about the Hazard Community
College concerning his financial
aid.
The
Richmond
Fire
Department responded to a fire
alarm in the Brewer Building
after smoke was reported coming
from the Kith-floor trash chute.
John Stauffer. Commonwealth
Hall front desk, reported a chair
stolen from the second-lloor lobby
area.

John Stauffer. Commonwealth
Hall front desk, found drug paraphernalia in Room 1413 and
turned it over to the division of
public safety.
Amber Yuellig, 18, Telford Hall,
reported her wallet was stolen
from her room.

We at AFG-Richmond are
proud to be part of the tremendous growth and opportunity in
Central Kentucky and especially
here, in Madison County.
AFG is one of the largest
glass manufacturing compaines in
North America and our Richmond,
KY facility is our newest state of
the art automotive glass plant.
We are currently interviewing
on campus for Production
Supervisors. If you are graduating
this spring and are looking for an
exciting opportunity in manufacturing management see the Career
Center for interview information.

IN'OHMATION S IIIIIHII0"!

1-800-SUNCHASE
www.sunchase.com

SAVE $$ Ask about
our internet special!
www.studentexpress.com
M

1-800-SORF'S UP
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i.in. 624 1100
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CfflJRC H DIRE CTORY
Red House Baptist Church
2301 Red house Rd.
Phone:623-8471 or 624-1557
Sun. School 9:40 a.m.
Sun. Worship 10:50 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
F.O.C.U.S. (Fellowship Of Christian
University Students) Sun. 6:00 p.m.
Episcopal Church of
Our Saviour
2323 Lexington Rd
Phone:623-1226
Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m.
Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Church of Christ
Goggins Ln. (W. Side I-75)
Ride: 624-2218 or 623-2515
Sun. 9:30,10:20 a.m.
& 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.
Bible Moment: 624-2427
First Presbyterian Church (PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.
Phone: 623-5323 or 623-5329
Church School 10 a.m.
Sun. Worship 11 a.m.
Wed. Dinner 6 p.m.
(no charge)
Call for transportation.
Richmond Church of Christ
713 W. Main St.
Phone: 623-8535
Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.
Colonels for Christ meet
2nd & 4th Thurs. at 8:30 p.m.
on 2rd floor ot Powell Building
Richmond House of Prayer (Full
Gospel Church)
330 Mule Shed Ln,
Phone: 623-8322 or 624-9443
Sun. School 10 a.m. ,Sun. Worship
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.
Transportation available
St. Stephen Newman Center
405 University Drive
Phone: 623-2989
Sun. Mass 5 p.m., Sunday Supper*
$1 at 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry classes tor
becoming Catholic, Wed 9 p.m.
Newman Night for all students
Madison HiM Christian Church
960 Redhouse Rd.
Phone:623-0916
Sun. School 9:45 a.m.
Worship 10:45 a.m.
Wed. Wave 6:00 p.m. (Labor DayMemorial Day)

Trinity Missionary Baptist Church
2300 Lexington Rd.
Phone: 624-9436 or 623-6868
Sun. 9:45 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m.
Wed.Youths Prayer7p.m.
Rosedale Baptist Church
411 Weslover Ave.
Phone:623-1771
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m.,
6 pm. Wed. Prayer Service 7pm

First United
Methodist Church
401 West Main St.
Phone: 623-3580
Worship Services Sunday 8:30 a.m. &
10:50 a.m., Sunday School 9:40 a.m.,
Wed Night Live Dinner 5:15-6:00
p.m. with small groups from 6:00-7:00
p.m.Kick boxing classes held on
Thursday nights 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Eastside Bethel Baptist
1675 E. Mam St.
Phone: 624-9646
Sun. Worship/Bible Study 9:30 &
10:50 a.m., Wed. Small Group Bible
Study 6:30 p.m. Services interpreted
for deal and handicapped accessible.
.
First Alliance Church
1405 Barnes Mi Rd.
Phone: 624-9878
Sun. School 9:30 am.; Worship
Services 10:45 a.m.46:30 p.m., Wed.
Night rbuth & Prayer Services 7:00 p.m.
Big Hill Avenue
Christian Church
129 Big HIM Ave.
Phone:623-1592 (office)
Phone: 623-6600 (into line)
Sun. School 9:45 a.m
Morning Worship 1045 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 pm.
Wed. Christen Student Fellowship
7.00 p m.meet at Daniel Boone
Statue for transportation to meeting
Unitarlan-Universalist Fellowthip
209 St. George St.
Adult Meeting and Religious
Education for Children, Sun. 10:45
a.m. For information caH: 623-4614.
Fountain Park FM Church of God
5000 Secretariat Dr.
Phone: 623-3511
Sun, School 9:45 e,m.
Worship Service 10:45 am
Sunday Evening 6:00 p.m.
lAlorl Dnor Corimi 7CT\ n m

—

'/

Unity Baptist Church
1290 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 624-9464
Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Services for hearing impaired;
Nursery & Extended Session for
PreSchool Children at all Worship
Services

Faith Created Assembly
of God
315SpanglerDr.
(Behind Pizza Hut on Bypass)
Sun. Worship 9:00 a.m. and 10:45
a.m., Wed. Worship 7:00 p.m.. Call
623-4639 for more intormationAransportation."
Harvest Family Fellowship
621 S. Keeneland Dr.
Phone: 624-8620
Sun. Worship 10 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study 7 p.m.
Sat. Outpouring 6:10 p.m.
Trinity Pieebyferten Church (PCA)
128 S. Keeneland Dr.
Phone:624-8910
Sun. Worship 9:50 a.m.
Sun. School 11 a.m.
First Baptist Church
350 W. Main al Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 623-4028 •
Sun. School 9:40 a.m.
Sun. Worship 8.30 a.m., 11 a.m.,
6:30 p.m„ Wed. Worship 6:30 p.m.
S U.B.S. 8 pm at BSU Center
St Thomas Lutheran Church
1285 Barnes Mil! Rd.
Phone: 623-7254
Sun.Traditional Service 8:30 a.m.,
Sun. School 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Coniemporary Worship 11 am.
Westside Christian Church
Bermmgton Ct. across from Arlington
Phone: 623-0382
Sun. School 945 a.m.
Sun. Worship 1045 a.m., 6 p.m.
Wed Worship 7 pm.
Transportation available
White Oak Pond Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone:623-6515
Sun. Worship 9 a.m., 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship Sun. 10 a.m.
Sun. School! 0:15 a.m.
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Notes: Payment depends of class level
Front ttM front

have a note taker.
"It's easier for me to study,"
Fannin said. "It's almost like a
study guide.
"If you watch the interpreter
and then try to look at the board
and take notes you will get lost,"
Fannin said. "If I look down I will
miss part of the lecture."
Elizabeth Schmidt, a junior
political science and public relations major from Cincinnati,
agrees there are many reasons to
have a note taker.
"I have a learning disability
that doesn't allow me to listen and
take notes at the same time, so I
have to have a note taker,"
Schmidt said.
Students agree having a note
laker makes things easier.
"Having notes makes it easier
to remember what is on tests,"
Fannin said. "Having a note taker
is really good, because without
them I'm in trouble."
"(Having a note taker) allows
me to listen in class," Schmidt said.
"If I had to take notes I wouldn't be
listening and wouldn't understand
what the professor is saying."
Fannin says she and her note
taker discuss any problems that
might develop.
"If I can't read the handwriting.
I tell them," Fannin said. "Ill ask
them what something means."
"A lot of people are not good in
spelling," Fannin said. "My note
taker will ask me sometimes if I

«(Notetakers)
make a little bit
off a profit and it
forces tnem to
take notes In
class Instead of
falling asleep.
Teena Fannin,
junior recreational
therapy major
»
can read the notes. It makes it
easier on him and me."
Schmidt said she hasn't had
trouble with most note takers.
"I did have one girl that doodled her boyfriend's name,"
Schmidt said. "I talked to her
about it and she stopped. I usually
look at someone's notes beforehand before I accept to have them
as my note taker."
Schmidt said it is often hard to
get someone to volunteer.
"It makes the process difficult
and long if you end up with no volunteer in class," Schmidt said. "I
usually stand up in class and ask
for a volunteer. If there are no volunteers you have to find a note
taker outside of class."
"I've been into the second,
third or fourth week with no note
taker and I'd be lost," Schmidt

said. "Most professors are willing
to work with you though. I actually had a professor give me notes
once."
Students with disabilities must
register with the university to be
eligible for the service.
"You need to talk to student
services and register with them
before the university will pay for a
note taker for you." Schmidt said.
Fannin said there is no reason
a student in need of the service
should not participate in this program.
"Go for it" Fannin said. "(Note
takers) make a little bit of a profit
and it forces them to take notes in
class instead of falling asleep.
"If there's an opportunity take
it, but don't abuse it," Fannin said.
Donald Wagers, a senior wellness personal training major from
Hyden, is Fannin's note taker.
"I've known her for about three
semesters," said Wagers. "When
she said she needed a note taker,
I volunteered."
Wagers said getting involved is
easy.
"This is my First time doing
this," he said. "I just had to take
two forms of identification and fill
out a form."
According to Wagers, not
everyone has the potential to be a
note taker.
"Not many people can do this,"
Wagers said. "I'm really self-disciplined. I take really good notes
and type them. I also write everything down."

President: Batholomew also on track team
From the front

Edmann said.
Bartholomew also is a member
of the Student Athletic
Association Committee, which
has two representatives from each
team on campus. She said her
coach volunteered her for the
position.
"I was the only one on track for
the full four years, so 1 think he
saw me as a leader that way,"
Bartholomew said.
The students recruited in 1998
for the track team are some of
Bartholomew's closest friends
and supporters.
"She's a leader," said Myiesha
Spates, an undeclared track team
member from East Chicago, Ind.

Bartholomew is working to help
revitalize the Alpha Kappa Alpha
at Eastern.
The organization has been off
campus for nine years.
Bartholomew and several other
students hope to work on community service and recruitment this
semester.
"We're very excited about coming back." Bartholomew said.
Her plans for the future are
open
right
now.
After
Bartholomew receives her degree
in physical education wellness.
she is thinking about going into
sports medicine or being a personal trainer.
"I've been looking into a lot of
different
possibilities,"
Bartholomew said.
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All About...
Lystra
Bartholomew
Age: 21
Hometown: Rochester, N.Y.
Major: physical education
wellness
High School: Fairport High
School

-Free admission on Mondays
-Richmond's only
adult entertainment bar
-Nightly drink specials
-Half price dances until 8 p.m.
-Home of Richmond's only
Rowdy table contest
-Must be 21 with a valid ID to
enter

Fuji Health Studio
Relaxing Accupressure
Massage

(606) 625-5222
Sun. - Thu. 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri. - Sat. 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.

218 South Porter Dr.
Eastern Bypass, Exit 87
Walk-ins welcome!

$9.00 per hour
As a Package Handler at

Ground
(formerly RPS)

Earn $9.00 an hour to start!
Tuition Assistance available after 30 da>s
Weekends off!
Work up to 25 hours a week
I early morning or evening shift available
Advancement Opportunities available
Must be 18 years old to apply
Apply in person or visit our web site
M-r, 8-4pni
FedEx Ground
147 South Forbes Road
Lexington, Ky 40511
(606) 25.1-0582

Role Models: father, Cecil,
and mother, Gloria

wm*. rpsjobs.com
FO'AAE
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Colonel's

Get A Baked Potato
For 12 Lincolns

Electric Beach
3 VISITS
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

X-treme beds not included.
Located in Colonel's Corner BP
on Second St.
Next to Downtown
623-0456

Open Late

Sun-Wed 7 a.m.-11 p.m.
Thurs-Sat 7 a. m.-midnight

February 11th
Celebrate Lincolns birthday
with EKU BBQ and Grill and
the Fountain Food Court.
To Recieve your baked potato
for 12 cents, you must pay for
it with 12 pennies. No
Exceptions.

• I
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Residence hall lobby
hours may be extended
BYJAMKVWSOH

News editor

enhance the experience a student
has while residing on campus,"
Bullins said. "Students today want
to be treated like the adults they
are. College is the time and place
for such to occur within a structured environment
..
"This policy allows
policy students to have more

Residence hall lobbies soon
could be open all the time.
The
Residence
Hall
Association met Monday to present a proposal to change
__
the lobby policy.
The policy as written !■•
requires lobbies of resi- as written ^dom within that
structured environdential dorms to close at £
requires
ment." he said. "I
a.m.
s,ron
A#
support this
RHA passed the policy InHhiAat
■ODDieS OT ^1^K'y
md , ^ hope_
to eliminate the 2 a.m.
hl1
that Dean Crockett
rule, unless the desk residenis as approving."
worker on duty feels it is .. . .
s t a c i a
necessary to close the tial dorms
tO ClOSe
Chenoweth. vice preslobby.
ident of RHA said this
This policy will become
policy is intended for
effective if passed by the St 2 a.m.
students who want to
dean of Student Life.
visit one another or
"The policy originated
in a discussion between myself study after 2 a.m.
Students seem to have mixed
and Dean Jeannette Crockett."
said Chris Bullins, president of feelings about the proposed policy.
"There are times when guys
RHA. "We both agreed that RHA
should look into making a Have significant reasons to be in
the lobby after 2 a.m.." said undechange, and the group did so."
Bullins said this policy should clared freshman Amanda Quillen
have a positive effect on students.
from Neon. "Many students study
"I feel this policy will greatly in groups late at night. I feel that

as long as the person is not causing any trouble they have the
right to be there."
Other students think this policy could cause safety issues.
"On the whole. I think that
adults can handle this responsibility," said senior communication disorders major Teresa Campion from
Louisville. "It could be a safety
issue, because maybe the desk
worker can't watch everyone.
People could sneak up in dorms.
"Some night workers can't see
every aspect of the lobby." said
junior therapeutic reaction major
Erin Rosacku from Brandenburg.
Quillen has reasons for thinking
dorm lobbies should be open
beyond 2 a.m.
"Emergencies can occur during
all hours of the night," Quillen said.
"There may be a time during the
night when a member of the opposite sex is needed in the lobby."
"This affects everyone who
lives in a dorm," Quillen said. "As
a residential student body we all
have the same rights."

Richmond saddles up for rodeo
BY JAMIE GADCHS

Staff writer

The Richmond Rotary Club is
gearing up for a weekend of "Yee
haw!" and "Ride em' cowboy!"
with the first Richmond Pro
Rodeo Round-up this summer.
Rotary Vice President and
rodeo chairperson Dr. Jessica
Frazier announced the club will
bring a professional rodeo to the
Madison County Fairgrounds on
Ky. 52 June 2-4.
The Richmond Rotary Club
developed a contract with the
Madison County Fair Board and J
Bar J Rodeos to present the affair.
The Professional Rodeo Cowboys
Association, the oldest and largest
rodeo-sanctioning body in the
world, sanctioned the event. The
PRCA will help provide the necessary assistance for establishing
competitive purses and acquiring

top stock, which in turn usually relationships with several highdraw the best cowboys.
profile companies including
"Working with PRCA we can national sponsors such as
be assured of a quality perfor- Wrangler Jeans, Copenhagen,
mance from the cowboys and the Skoal, Coors Brewing Co.. Dodge,
livestock." Frazier said.
Coca-Cola and others who will be
"We
are
part of the
extremely excited
Richmond
to bring profesEvent's name
rodeo.
sional rodeo to
The Rotary
WhSS: June 2-4
central Kentucky.
Club is also
This is one equine
developing
Whtro: Madison County
event that seems
local
and
Fairgrounds
to be missing from
regional sponthe mix." Frazier
sors for the
said. "We expect
event includthis to be a major annual event for ing BellSouth, Cellular One, Tom
years to come."
Snider of McDonald's, Don Foster
Saddle bronco riding, bare- Realty and David Short of PC
back riding, barrel racing, bull Systems, as well as many others.
riding, steer wrestling and calf
"The rodeo will have various
roping will be included in the activities such as a chili cook-off,
rodeo. Other events are being line-dancing, live bands and hopeconsidered.
fully a live radio broadcast,"
The PRCA maintains strong Frazier said.
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Upscale Consignment

Does your resume
look like this?

628 University Shopping Center
(606) 624-2253

Experience:
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Spring and Summer Merchandise
Arriving Dairy!
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Get some REAL
experience
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Diamond Boosters
Annual Dinner and Auction
Saturday, February 12th
Keen Johnson Ballroom
SILENT AUCTION
6:00 PM

RFCKPTION
6:00 PM

Silent Auction Items Include:
Honk signed by Joe Morgan.
Picture signed hy Ryan Klesko.
Picture signed hy B.I SurhofT.
Cap signed h> Cerald Williams.
Baseballs signed by Barn l.arkin.
Chipper Jones, Dante Bichette,
Michael Tucker, and others.

DINNER
7:00 PM

Live Auction Items Include:
Caps signed by Sean Casey and
Dante Bichette.
Framed uniforms signed by
Ken (•riffey, Jr. and Barn In km
Framed picture of Sam llolhrook with
Mark McC.wirc and Tony LaRussa
signed by Sam Holhrook.
Major I .eague cap collection.

Tickets: $25 per person
lickets will be sold at the door. Limited seating.
For reservations, call: (606) 622-2128 bv Fridav, February I l»h

Do You Have A
Meal Plan?

If* not to late to enjoy the benefit*:
*Hot nutritious meal*
*No shopping for food
*No cooking
*No clean up
*Many plant available with flex dollars
to use at all dining locations on
campus.
*4 free passes for your friends and
family
STOP BY THE DINING CARD OFFICE
Powell 16 across from the Fountain
Food Court or call X*I79

v
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SGA, RHA join forces O'RILEYS GRILL & BAR
to fix parking problems
WEDNESDAYS
BVJOMKV—ON

rVfctvs adWor

A new proposal could go a long
way toward eliminating parking
problems at Eastern.
The Student Government
Association and an endorsement
by the Residence Hall Association
have developed the proposal,
which would add more general
parking spaces, place meters in
convenient areas around campus
and provide more handicapped
parking spaces.
Ritchie Rednour, student
rights chair of the Student
Government Association, said this
proposal can only help alleviate
the parking situation.
"This will not solve all our problems," Rednour said. "We need
immediate change now that will
carry over into the fall semester."
Rednour said the parking proposal is an effort to please every
student on Eastern's campus.
"It's a compromise between
employees, students and residents," he said.
RHA members were worried
about the proposal meeting
everyone's needs. Concerns
ranged from fairness to commuters to the remaining handicapped areas.
"We will gain 435 spaces in
Brockton," Rednour said. "Three
hundred fifty (to) 400 spaces will
open up in west Alumni, but we're
losing 140 parking spaces to
O'Donneu because it's being torn
down, and 70 spaces in
Ellendale."
Rednour said commuters do
not seem to have a problem with
this proposal.
"We're trying to enhance shuttle service so it's constant,"
Rednour said. "If you don't want
to walk, you don't have to."
Rednour said commuter parking is further from campus for a
reason.
"We put resident parking lots
up close for safety reasons,"
Rednour said. "We don't want residents having to drag their groceries in the dark from a mile
away."
Most students feel parking at
Eastern is an issue that should be
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BIG DAVE ADKINS
500 WHISKEY &
$2.50 PITCHERS

ALL NIGHT!
150 MAIN ST.
RICHMOND

Progress Se photo
The proposal by Student Government Association and Residence Hall
Association would rearrange some parking zones on Eastern's campus.

addressed.
"Parking is definitely a problem," said freshman DeAngela
Stigall, an environmental health
major from Somerset "Especially
for the students from several
dorms that have to share one
parking lot."
Stigall is not alone.
"There is a major problem with
parking, especially in Lancaster
parking lot," said undeclared
freshman Chasity Gibson from
Somerset. "There needs to be
more parking without getting a
ton of tickets."
Junior special education
major Jennifer Ruhl from
Louisville said parking is not
always a problem.
"It's not a problem at AC
(Alumni Coliseum) except during high school basketball
games," said Ruhl, a commuting
student •
Stigall offers suggestions to
improve parking.
"(Eastern) could use some of
the teacher parking for students,
especially the big parking lot
behind Burnam and Case," Stigall
said. "That would help those students out tremendously. I don't
believe that teachers really need
that much parking."
The proposal will proceed to
the Council of Student Affairs for
review.

The proposal calls for the following changes in parking
on Eastern's campus:
■ The west end of the
Alumni Coliseum lot, the current site of Brockton mobile
homes and the CCB/Begley
lot be converted into general
parking zones
■ The zone on the south side
of Park Drive be converted to
eight parking spaces with
meters
■ The zone on the north side
of Park Drive be converted
from residential parking to
employee parking
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■ The installation of five service-vehicle spots in front of
the Keen Johnson Building
■ The installation of five
meter spots in front of the
library
■ The installation of four
handicapped parking spots in
the same areas as above.
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■ The zone rollover time for
employee parking would
change from 9 p.m. to 7 p.m.
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Why Customers Buy Computers From PC Systems
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► Movies

► Tap the "Tap"

Whafs TAP

Have a campus event
or activity?
Call Jennifer Muflins
at 622-1882
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JODAY

HOOPS

FRIDAY

HOOPS

TENNIS

6 p.m.

Noon

Women "sBasketball
Eastern vs. Austin Peay.
Paul McBrayer Arena

Eastern, Murray State,
North Alabama and
Radford
Greg Adams Tennis
Center

8 p.m.

Men's Basketball
Eastern vs. Austin Peay
Paul McBrayer Arena
THEATRE
8 p.m.

"The Coffee Trees"
Berea College Theatre
Laboratory.
Cost-$5

MONDAY

2 p.m.
Women's Basketball

Eastern vs.Tennessee
State. Paul McBrayer
Arena
4:15 p.m.
Men's Basketball
Eastern vs Tennessee
State, Paul McBrayer
Arena

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

TENNIS
8 a.m.
Eastern. Murray State.
North Alabama and
Radford, Greg
Adams
Tennis Center

TENNIS
8 a.m.
Eastern. Murray State,
North Alabama and
Radford, (ireg Adams
Tennis Center

TUESDAY

LADIES NIGHT

CLASS
6-9:30 p.m.
Basket Weaving Class,
tuition $36, Perkin6 Room
209

9 p.m.

Valentines Day Party
Herndon lounge
Hosted by the BSU
7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

Public Lecture on Zen
Buddhism
Berea College, Union
Church

7 p.m.

LECTURE

SNAG-A-DATE
6-8 p.m.

Depree Hall Recreational
Room

GREAT TANNING
MON

New Bulbs!

DISCUSSION
Constructing Crime and
Deviance: Popular Culture
and Media Impact, Pearl
Buchanan Theater. Keen
Johnson Building,
reception following

■■■'.'.
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EKU Libraries presents

J. Patrick Lewis,
Children's Book Author
J. Patrick Lewis earned his Ph.D. in Economies at The Ohio State
University and taught <U Olterhain College in Weslerville. Ohio until 1998.
He has published extensively in the field ot Economics, has seven short
stories and over 70 poems published in literary journals and was awarded
an Ohio Arts Council Individual Artist Grant in 1991 for his adult poetry.
Lewis currently has twenly-fivc published children's books with main
more accepted and on their way! Lewis provides us with a vast variety of
writing styles including poetry, prose, and folktales. Lewis's brother. Mick
Lewis, is a professor in the history department at Eastern Kentucky
University.

Various works by J.
Patrick Lewis will be
available for purchase.

You may purchase these titles by J. Patrick Lewis the
week prior to his visit between 8-4:30 in the Learning
Resources Center, or at the author appearance.
Call 622-1794 for more information.

Come Hear Author J. Patrick Lewis Speak About His Low of Writing for Children
February 14. 2000 at 4 p.m
Room 108 in the Crabbc Library
Following the presentation. Lewis will have a book signing in the Grand Reading Room.

BASKETBALL
vs.
AUSTIN PEAY
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10th
LADY COLONELS
COLONELS

AT

6:00 PM
8:00 PM

AND
TENNESSEE STATE
SATURDAY, rEBRUARY 12th
LADY COLONELS
COLONELS

Happs
Valentines Das
barge Baskets
Small Baskets
$29.95
$15.95
Sweets for soar sweetie ape OR display
and reads *o* papchase at the
Foawtaiw Food Goarfc, Blirapies at
Martin HaD, Top Floor Gafe,
and Stpatton.
Also Available ape heart shaped
cakes and cookies.
Small Gake OP Gookie
$2.50
bapge Gookie
$6.00
fcaptfe Gake
$6.50
*Three Messages to choose from!
Gan 2512 to order

M|t 2:00 PM
4«lff 4:15 PM

STl DENTS, FREE ADMISSION WITH VALID ID.
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'Scream* takes another stab
BY DAMEL PWEKOPA

Contributing writer

The final chapter (or so Wes
Craven says) of the trilogy which
revived the modem slasher movie
has hit the theaters.
"Scream 3" concludes the saga,
which launched the Hollywood
careers of screenwriter Kevin
Williamson and star Neve
Campbell.
Unfortunately, because of his
newfound
success,
Kevin
Williamson did not pen this final
chapter to the legacy. He was preoccupied with his television show
Dawson's Creek and last year's
Teaching Mrs. Tingle,'' which he
wrote and directed. However,
Craven, fresh off his first non-horror film "Music of the Heart," is
back to finish telling the tale.
Much of "Scream 3" takes
place in real-life Hollywood,
where the production of "Stab 3:
Back to Woodsborough" has been
stalled because of a series of murders involving the cast of the film.
The first murdered was the
survivor of the first two films
Cotton Weary (Liev Schriber.
"The Hurricane").

The death of Cotton Weary
brings Gale Weathers (Courtney
Cox Arquette) to Hollywood to
help the police in the murder
investigation. There she finds
her ex-boyfriend, and real-life
hubby, Dwight (David Arquette)
involved in the production of
-Stab 3."
With each murder, the killer is
leaving strange pictures of a young
Maureen Prescott. The oddity of
these pictures leads the police to
pull daughter. Sidney Prescott
(Neve Campbell) out of hiding.
Now in Hollywood, Sidney must
figure out her mother's secret life
in order to find the killer and ultimately end the terror.
While "I Still Know What You
Did Last Summer" failed in its
attempt to make a sequel to a
Kevin Williamson script without
using Kevin Williamson. "Scream
3" pulls it off with Craven's help.
The director uses his uncanny talent for suspense to keep the audience interested, and somehow
manages to keep balance to what
otherwise would have been a very
confusing plot.
There are some script flaws in
this film Craven could not solve.

4*

RICHMOND PAWN
New and Used
Jewelry and Watches
'

ironies. Guns Knives '

I

Irumi

Money to loan on most things of value.
620-F Eastern Bypass Richmond. KY 40475
606-623-0960
Photo submitted
Parker Posey. Courtney Cox Arquette and David Arquette battle the
psycho killer in the final version ot the Scream' trilogy.

however. A video made by the
character of Randy (Jamie
Kennedy) before his death in the
second movie is a silly concoction
brewed to bring the popular character into the film.
Another problem occurs when,
through the first half of the film, the
star, Sidney, remains in hiding in
her home, leaving the weight of the
film on the shoulders of the
Arquettes. They do a good job, but
the viewers come to a "Scream"

movie to see Sidney battle the killer.
■However, there are more triumphs in this film than flaws.
"Scream 3" is an almost perfect
wrap-up to the series. Or is it the
last? Chances are. if Craven does
not want to do another film, executive producers Bob and Harvey
Weinstein will listen to the dollar
signs in their heads and just find
another director. After all. if
Williamson can be replaced, why
can't Craven?
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THE BOTANY BAY 1/
BSU relocates to Combs for VIVE meetings ITHE
BY

ALLISON AmZEH

Staff writer

If you happened to be in the
Combs Building around nine on
Tuesday evening for the past two
weeks, you may have been puzzled
by the party-like sounds coming
from the Ferrell Room.
If you peeped your head in the
door, the excitement exuding
from literally every student inside
may have further surprised you.
Sorry, it is not a fun new night
class. The BSU has moved its
weekly VTVE service.
Almost forced from the chapel
in the BSU by the sheer number
of members, leaders of the VIVE
service have bravely packed up
their equipment, posted signs and
established a new residence.
Throughout the years, the
BSU's numbers have increased
exponentially. Founded in the
1920s, Eastern's BSU was recorded as the second BSU in
Kentucky. Baptist campus minister Rick Trexler says the organization has been "an integral part of

Eastern's campus since the 1920s."
Originally, worship meetings
were held in various places, including pastors' houses and the library.
Around 1954. the organization built
a house on the comer of Kit Carson
Drive, where the current BSU
building now stands. As membership grew, two trailers were added
in the 70s to make more room.
Around this time, the BSU
boasted a choir of about 80 to 100
people. Worship meetings were
held erratically and generally consisted of choir practice, prayers
and fellowship.
However, around 1981. an
Eastern student, then Jan
Shoemaker, had the idea of a weekly
worship meeting. The meeting was
called Discovery and drew about 20
devoted students every week.
In the late '80s. Bill Ellis took
the' reins as* student leader.
Outgoing and personable, Trexler
says. "He didn't know a stranger."
Ellis helped expand the Discovery
meetings to 70-80 people a week.
It was during this time the name
of the service changed to T.G.I.F.,

meaning Together in Fellowship
Membership broke 100 in the
early 1990s.
Two years ago. it was decided
the weekly meeting needed yet
another name. Jessica Strimple
McKee. then an Eastern student,
chose the name VIVE. This name
was chosen as an embodiment of
the celebration of life in Christ.
They wanted a name, which
was different, yet, not overly religious. The Bible verse the name
is most closely related to is John
10:10, "I have come that they may
have life, and have it to the full."
LM semester, numbers at the
weekly VIVE service topped 250
people. The chapel simply could
not hold such a large capacity.
Trexler hopes moving into a
more neutral area will attract more
students. It is definitely more convenient for most students who live
on-campus or have night classes.
Kris Gilbert, music worship
leader, says moving equipment
takes up to an hour and 15 minutes. Yet. lie feels all the work has
been worth the effort.

"I think it's great to move out
of our comfort zone." (iilbert says.
"This is something I hope will
continue to grow...when 20 or 25
people came to worship all those
years ago. who would have imagined these numbers. I can't wait
until we reach 300 people and
have to find yet another place to
worship," Trexler said.
Students also approve of the
move. Wendell Combs. 21. of
Hazard, feels this is an "opportunity to expand and let people come
that wouldn't fit into the chapel."
Eric Scott. 18. of Morgantown.
agrees.
" I think it's great we had to
expand because of the lack of
room. It shows how God is working on our campus." Scott said.
Some students have been hoping for a new place to worship for
quite sometime
" I think it's a good move that is
long overdue. I've been here (or (i
years. It means the outreach program is working." Alfie Cheng, a 25year-old graduate student from
Malaysia said.
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Not all tanning sessions are created equal!

Come into
Oceanfront
Tan-In

Twelve 30 min.
Wolff Beds
1 Hex Stand-up
unit

for a

Superior
Tanning
Experience!
Bring this ad in for $5.00 off
15, 20, 25, or 50
visit packages
exp. 2/21/00

519 Leighway Drive
623-8993

Check us out on the Web

www.progress.eku.edu
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Dale
McCamish
VIRTUAL
PROGRESS
A junior communicalion
ma|<H fn>m
I 11labelhtou n.
I am a proud
member of the Honor" s Program
and l<M>k forward to graduation
in 2001. 1 am an aspiring
preacher, teacher, and book
author, and wish everyone the
best of luck in finding Jesus
Christ.

Jacinta Feldman,
EDITOR
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I am a senior journalism major
from Louisville. I spend a lot of
time in Lexington widi my nieces
and nephew and my favorite
quote is "If you don't have anything nice to say. come sit next to
me."

Demi lacked
MANAGING EDITOR
I am a junior journalism
major from Virgie in Pike
County. I love pugs, elephants and fishing with my
boyfriend. My favorite quote
is "Choice, not chance, determines destiny."
Corev Wilson
PHOTO EDITOR
I'm a senior journalism major
from Danville. Photography is
my life's passion...I eat. sleep,
drink and breathe it! My
favorite quote is one my dad told
me a long time ago but it took
mc a long time to rcali/.e.
"Choose something you love to
do in life and the success will
follow."

Corev King, ASSISTANT PHOTO
EDITOR
27 years old & I still gel carded.
Frederick. Maryland by way of Long
Island. New York Public Relations Jr
11 hate the comma. (Transferred here
from Wyoming 4.5 years in the Army,
lived a year in S. Korea. I am
absolutely in love with my wonderful
girlfriend of two years Jodi Wagner!
Favorite book: "Mysterious Stranger"
by Mark Twain.

Jennifer Mullins. ASST.
ACCENT Editor
I am a senior journalism
major from Floyd County.
One day. hopefully soon. I
hope to become an investigative reporter or maybe a private investiga-tor.

Jamie Vinson,
News EdHor= I am a freshman journalism major from
Ml. Sterling in Montgomery
County. I love writing,
reading books, and collecting things. My favorite
quote is "If at first you don't
succeed, try. try again."

Luke Ramsay,
PHOTOGRAPHER &
ASST. CIRCULATION
DIRECTOR
I'm an undeclared sophomore from Berea (a whole
20 miles away). I love to
take pictures (that's why
I'm a photographer here)
and I LOVE The
Matrix." I live by the philosophy of Yoda "Do or
do not. there is no try."

James Branaman,
PHOTOGRAPHER
I am a 24-year-old senior from Berea
who also works at the Richmond
Register. I am a general arts major, and
1 like doing anything outdoors.

Ijaime Howard,

IACCENT EDITOR

4 W
Jeremy Stevenson
SPORTS EDITOR
I am senior from
Hopkinsville. Some of
my hobbies include
reading, and watching
movies. My favorite
author is Kurt
Vonnegul. but my
favorite book is
"Conversations With
God, An Uncommon
Dialogue" by Neale
Donald Walsh.

I am a fifth.year senior and will be
(graduating, hopefully, this semester.
I.Some of my interests are being lazy,
(watching t.v. and movies, listening to
(classical rock in the "edge quaters" to
lannoy Paulkand hanging out with my
f buddies. I also love dogs!
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Jennifer Rogers
NEWSWRITER
I am a freshman journalism major
from Lancaster. My favorite
quote is one by Winston
Churchill: "We are all worms,
but I do believe I am a glowworm."

Andrew Kersey, SPORTSWRITER
•am a journalism major from LaGrange. I
have always had a nack for writing poetry
and short stories. I hope to write a book
someday. I once heard an old wise man
say that "you need a healthy body to have
a healthy mind." And I believed him.

Erin Parsons
COPY EDITOR
I am a senior journalism major
from Richmond. I have lived
here my entire life, and yes, I
love it. I hope to work in print
journalism, but am not sure
what specific area, though
sports would be nice.

Sha Phillips, ASST.
NEWS Editor
I'm a junior journalism
major from Salycrsville. I
am a member of the
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority. My favorite quoie is
"Life isn't a matter of
milestones, hut of
moments."

•W|

Dcvin Klarer, ASST.
SPORTS Editor
I'm a freshman journalism
major from Georgetown. I
guess you could say I just til
into this job l&c a glove (not
like O.J.'s bloods glove. I
mean like a glove that fits
snug around your hand.)

John Hays, SPORTSWRITER

Paul Fletcher
EDGE EDITOR
I am a junior from Waco. If I seem a little
oblique at times, don't worry about me. I'm
in the middle of a crucial soul-searching
mission, and I'm trying to make a connection with something that has been eluding
me for a long time.

^Jt.

Krystal Roark,
ASSISTANT ACCENT EDITOR
I'm a senior public relations major from
Owensobro. I'm a fiery Leo with a passion for writing. I love experiencing new
people and things. My favorite color is
orange, and if you see me on campus,
I'm the girl with fire on her bookbag.
Just holler. I'd love to meet you.

L«

I am a 34 year old senior
from Jackson majoring
in journalism I love anything having to do with
the outdoors (hunting .
fishing, camping, sailing). I also love (humping around on my 1978
Lowrider Harlcy-Davidson

Allison ( iaig. AD
DESIGNER & CAR
TOONIST
I was born in Lexington
and hau- lived there .ill
m\ life.
sopho
more art major. My
favorite book is the
"Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy." Cartoons make me happy.
iBr^k
1L ^k
m
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Monica Teresa,
GRAPHICS EDITOR
I am a fine arts major from Lexington. My
favorite movie is "The Year of Living
Dangerously" and my favorite bonk is "Mow
Stella Got her Groove Back."
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*Is it written in the stars? *
BY KRYSTAL ROARK

Assistant Accent editor

The paths of the sun, moon and stars were
studied by civilizations well before recorded
history, and in ancient societies, astrology and
religion were undoubtedly linked.
However, as Christianity spread during the
Roman era, astrology was considered the work of
the devil and vehemently discouraged. Along with
astrology, the church opposed such pagan festivals
as the Feast of Lupercalia, what we know today as
Valentine's Day.
During the third century in ancient Rome, Feb. 14
was set aside to honor Juno, Queen of Roman Gods
and Goddesses. The following day began the Feast of
Lupercalia, and the children would celebrate by putting
the girls' names in a jar to be drawn by the boys. As
was tradition, the name of the girl, which the boy drew,
would be his partner for the duration of the festival.
Around the same time. Emperor Claudius II called
off all marriages; fearing men would not join his army
for fear of never returning to their wives. Saint
Valentine, however, went against Claudius and secretly performed marriages for couples in love. When the
Emperor discovered this, he ordered Saint Valentine
beaten and his head removed on Feb. 14.
In honor of him, the Christian Church of Rome
renamed the pagan Feast of Lupercalia, Saint
Valentine's Day.
Modern Valentine's Day. however, is spent quite
differently from the ancient feast, showering loved
ones with an assortment of cards, candy and flowers.
Yet not everyone can whole-heartedly take part in
this day of love and happiness.
It is true, lovers come and lovers go. But is it written in the stars if two people are meant to be together forever, or that a relationship is doomed for
death?
Dana, an Aquarius and senior from Bardstown,
started dating her Sagittarius boyfriend of four and a
half years on Halloween day in 1995. Outgoing and
adventurous, the pair was never at a loss for things
to do.
"We had a lot of fun together," Dana said. "We
were all the time running from one thing to the
next"
Close to her father, sharing in his fiery temperament and love for arguing, Dana remembers the day
when she knew she would marry Todd.
"The first time I realized I was going to marry
him was when I knew he could hurt my feelings the
way my dad could," she said.
Together. Dana and Todd shared a passionate
relationship filled with fiery arguments and tender
reconciliation.
Todd's reckless behavior, spurred by his twin
brother, Kyle, kindled Dana's flame for drama. Yet

Amy CampbeH/Progress
weekend at school with no phone call from Todd.
"I knew he'd call on Monday, after all the parties
were over," she said.
Wanting to do something meaningful with her
life, Dana knew Todd just was not ready to give up
his unconventional ways.
"I feel like he just doesn't want to grow up." she
said. "He has a built in best friend who's there, who
doesn't want a relationship, doesn't want to settle
down, just wants to go. go, go," she said, speaking of
his twin brother.
Now Dana is single again. Making up in intensity
what it lacked in emotional intimacy, their compati-

when his irresponsible behavior interfered with their
relationship, she would fly into a rage; he would
good-naturedly shrug off.
"When I'd get mad, he'd say. This will all blow
over.' or This is just a phase,'" she said.
As time went by, he would spend more and more
time drinking and smoking pot with his friends, and
less with her, telling her he would call, but the
phone never rang.
Dana forgave him for standing her up New Year's
Eve. not wanting to ruin a fun night, but she knew it
was time for their relationship to end. The final
straw came a week later when she spent the whole

Love in the movies, not the stars
"Wi

JACINTA
FKIJJMAN
AJyfurn

hat's your sign." was not
the first thing I asked my
boyfriend when I met him.
Even if I had wanted to know, it wouldn't have mattered. Curtis was too busy
dancing on top of his car to the Ewok
song to notice me.
According to my sign, a Leo. I
shouldn't be with a Cancer, or namely.
Curtis Manning. I am fire and he is
water, so the stars say.
I met Curtis while 1 was working at
The Lexington Herald-I-eader over the
summer. I worked nights, listening to
the scanner and doing basically whatever extra things there were to do.
One night in May one of those extra
things included going to Woodhill
Movie Theater after work and standing in line with the people who were

waiting for Star Wars Episode One
tickets.
Being pretty sure I would be the
coolest person there. I thought it sounded like fun. So I said sure, and headed
to the movie theater after I got off work
that night.
Curtis, or as the people waiting in
line affectionately called him. "the
Mayor" was first in line. He had taken
off work to camp in front of the theater for days to make sure he was the
first person in Lexington to see the
movie.
Not exactly what I would usually consider boyfriend material.
But there was something about him.
I don't know if it was his total devotion to the force, or when he made me
watch a taped interview of George

I-ucas on our first date or when he told
me he attributed his not having a girlfriend to the fact that he doesn't like to
leave the house on Fridays for fear he
will miss TGIF. but there was definitely
something about him.
It's been almost eight months since 1
first saw Curtis dancing to the Ewok
song on top of his car. and we haven't
had any real troubles.
Sure sometimes we mix like. well,
lire and water, but most of the time we
get along just fine.
Maybe we didn't have any celestial
help in our relationship, but I like to
think it was a higher power that
brought Curtis and I together.
Maybe we weren't written in the
stars, but we definitely were in the
Star Wars.

ble Aquarius-Sagittarius relationship, a match supposedly made in heaven, has already failed the test
of time.
But then there are some astrological matches
which should be doomed from the beginning. They
are incompatible by nature, yet they possess a certain something which keeps love holding on.
Tricia Murphy, a Scorpio and senior from
Owensboro. met her boyfriend. John, another
Sagittarius, in the spring of 1995.
A mutual friend introduced the two. and it did not
take much for his big smile to persuade her to give
him her phone number.
John was just out of a long relationship, and
Tricia, who had never been in a serious relationship,
was afraid to commit herself to a man on the
rebound.
"I just didn't think he was ready for another relationship," she said.
But John reassured Tricia she could trust him.
Yet, not even two weeks later, while on their first
date, John broke the news to Tricia. He was getting
back together with his girlfriend.
"I was hurt." she said. "I foresaw it happening, but
he told me from the beginning that I could trust him."
Heartbroken, Tricia made plan * to go away to coR
lege that fall.
\
Two weeks before I left for college, he said he
was ready to settle down, and I said there was no
way in hell," Tricia said.
She told him she was not going to commit herself
to him, but he was welcome to call her at school and
they could see what happened. But the calls never
came.
"I realized I was beginning to love him. and that
aggravated me because it wasn't how I imagined it to
be. We just didn't keep in touch." she said.
John was flunking out of college back home, and
he decided to move to Texas to get a job working for
his dad, while promising to keep in touch with
Tricia.
"1 still had my doubts, but I'm glad he did what he
did because it made things better between us," she
said.
Thousands of miles, and three years later. Tricia
and John have learned to love in ways unconventional for most couples.
"It's hard not getting to talk and see him every
day. It's hard not to be able to kiss him. But it makes
us very, very strong and appreciate our time together," Tricia said.
Tricia will finally join John in Texas in December
after she graduates with a degree in education.
Anything but a typical Scorpio-Sagittarius relationship, with the often jealous Scorpio trying to clip
the archer's wings, Tricia was able to let John go,
and by doing so, allowing their love to grow.

Compatibility Chart
Find out if you match up with your mate

ft

Your sign
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo

Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces

Best matches
Leo, Sagittarius
Virgo, Capricorn
Libra, Aquarius
Scorpio, Pisces
Aries, Sagittarius
Taurus, Capricorn
Gemini, Aquarius
Cancer, Pisces
Aries, Leo
Taurus, Virgo
Gemini, Libra
Cancer, Scorpio

ft

Are you and your mate suited for
a perfect relationship?

Fundraiser helps employee's sick mother
BY KRYSTAL ROARK

Assistant Accent editor

Some say it is the little things

katIncount.
the eyes of the campus food

service staff, those little things are
what make coworker Kathy Hisle
such a special person.
Whether it be a friendly card to
say she cares, or a bouquet of
flowers to cheer everyone's day,
Kathy never seems to stop touching the lives of her fellow workers.
"If you asked her for $10, and
she only had $11. she'd give you
the money." said Evelyn Hall,
long-time friend and coworker.
So when Kathy's mother,
.1 ii.inn,i. had to be put in a nursing
home in January after her cancer
returned, the food service staff
wanted to show her the kindness
she has shown them.
After the death of her father
and Juanita's husband, John, in
1995. Kathy moved back home to
be with her mother.
"She's like the sister I never
had," Kathy said.
Two years later, Juanita was
diagnosed with breast cancer, but
with the help of chemotherapy
and radiation, the cancer was
gone by the end of the year.
With the cancer gone, Kathy

and Juanita made plans to move
from their home in the country to
an apartment in Richmond.
The cancer, however, came
back to haunt Juanita in the fall of
1999, two years after her first
bout, and too late to make their
move to Richmond.
"The doctor said the cancer
moved into her bones, but didn't
tell us where," Kathy said.
Only after a bone scan in
November did the cancer show
itself in two places on Juanita's
spine.
Kathy continued to work, calling home frequently to check on
her mother, when in early
December, she had to rush home
after learning Juanita was down in
bed and could not get up.
That Christmas. Juanita stayed
at home, celebrating the holiday
with Kathy and her two younger
brothers.
"She was only up long enough
to open her gifts, and then she had
to go back to bed," Kathy said.
With the students home for
Christmas break, Kathy was able
to spend her vacation taking care
of her mother, but with the
approach of the upcoming semester, they both knew plans had to
be made for Juanita's future.
"We wanted to give her some

of our vacation time." Hall said.
"We had enough to give her
about six more weeks off."
Administration, however,
could not grant Hall's request.
It was then that Juanita decided to move into a nursing home.
On Jan. 13, four days before
Kathy had to return to work,
Juanita temporarily moved into
the Lexington Rehabilitation
Center until a bed was available
closer to home at the Berea
Health Care Center.
Given less than six months to
live, Juanita was able to move to
the nursing home in Berea nearly
two weeks later, where she is living out her last days.
"It's a clean facility, and the
staff are constantly on their toes."
Kathy said.
Kathy visits her mother every
day. although Juanita stays heavily si-dated to keep the pain at bay.
"She may open her eyes for a
few seconds, and then she'll close
them back," Kathy said.
Last Wednesday, Kathy
received a call from a staff nurse
telling her Juanita had taken a
turn fortheworM
"Part of me says she's going to
straighten up and come home.

Corey WilsorVProgress
Kathy Hiale holds her mother Juanita's hand during a visit to the Berea Health Care Center this week. Kathy
moved home to be with her mother in 1995 after her lather's death
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Tell Her
You Love Her

Financial Awareness Week offers students
assistance with applications, rules
BY JENNIFER MULUNS

Assistant Accent editor

Procrastination is an all too
familiar concept for many students. However, the one thing
you should not procrastinate with
is your financial aid. According to
financial aid counselors, the sin
gle most important aspect of filing
for financial aid is to apply early.
Eastern, as well as other
schools across the state, is celebrating February as Financial Aid
Awareness Month.
In conjunction with the celebration. Fastern is setting aside
the week of Feb. 14-18 to hold a
program of their own called
Financial Aid Awareness Week.
The program will offer students the chance to get help filling out their applications and
answers any questions they might
have. Financial Aid counselor
Jennifer Hamm said students
should realize certain rules are
beyond their control.
"We have to go by government
guidelines, so the rules that a lot
of students complain about are
beyond our control," said Hamm.
Things like deadlines, filing
independent and the verification

process all present problems for
many students.
"Most students just don't realize that, by law, we are required
to verify at least one-third of all
recipients." said Hamm.
Hamm said another rule students complain about is filing
independent. She said there are
six criteria and students must
meet at least one of them in order
to be eligible to file independently.
Hamm also wants students to
know sometimes the circumstances
surrounding a situation may effect
their eligibility, so students should
always ask if they an- not sun\
"All situations aren't cut and
dry." said Hamm.
"Sometimes, a student's needs
can change and the student doesn't notify the financial aid office,
so they are receiving less aid.
when they are actually eligible for

more."
Hamm said students should
not be afraid to ask questions or
to ask for help filing out their
forms. She also said she could
not stress enough how important
getting your forms in on time is.
"I always tell students that as
soon as they get their taxes done.
they should iile for aid." said Hamm.

Although filing on time is key,
students should also realize if
they are not receiving any correspondence from the financial aid
office, they should become concerned.
"The process usually takes
between four to six weeks, so if
you haven't received anything from
us, you should tall and see what's
going on," said Hamm. "A lot of
time students think just because
they haven't heard from us that
everything is going smoothly,
when in reality their application
may have never been received."
Hamm feels communication
between students and the financial aid department is vital. She
said that is why students should
take advantage of Financial Aid
Awareness Week.
"We are doing this to help
everyone understand, if you have
your taxes filed for 1999. then
bring them with you and well help
you figure it all out," said Hamm.
The financial aid staff will be in
Conference Room F of the Powell
Building Feb. 16-18 from 10:30
a.m.-3:30 p.m. They will also be
holding counseling for students in
the lobby of Commonwealth Hall
on Wednesday. Feb. 16.
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Madison
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WE RAY CASH FOR
[YOUR CDs & TAPES!

DIAL -A- SUB.
Put in your order tcr ihe best subs in town-Subway subs.
Check out ihc menu beta* and give us a can

HOT OR COLD SUBS & SALADb
HONEY WHEAT OR IT ALP AN BREAD
AMY SUB CAN BE MADE AS A SALAD
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From the front

•Insurance
•Personal, etc.

•Money Orders
•Government

•Payroll

jump: Food Service asks for contributions
"But the other part of me says if I
get my hopes up. they'll be lei
down," Kathy said.
Although Juanita wanted to
make her own funeral plans.
Kathy knows what her mother
wants.
"We want to keep it simple,
she doesn't want a fancy funeral."
Kathy said.
The food service staff h;is <lis
tributed donation buckets at each
of the cash registers in the
Powell. Martin and Stratton cafeterias. They read: "Kathy Hisle.
long-time friend and EKU
employee needs financial support. Her mother has cancer.
Please help!"
"I was very touched," Kathy
said. "The people here have been
very supportive."
The fundraiser has been in
progress for nearly two weeks,
and at least $100(1 is needed to
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Corey Wilson/Progress
Kathy Hisle comforts her dying mother Juanita, who has cancer.

cover Juanita's medical and funeral expenses. Only $100. however, has been collected as of
Monday.
The fundraiser will end Friday.
Feb. 18. and Kathy said all help

would be greatly appreciated.
Donations can be made at any
of the cafeterias' cash registers or
by calling Fvelyn Hall or Mary
York at 622-2182. Any help would
be appreciated.
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750 BUD LIGHT
LONGNECKS
500 SCREWDRIVERS
Until 11:00 PM
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ALL NIGHT!
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RICHMOND
Must be 18 to enter after 8 p.m.
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BIG DAVE ADKINS
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Don't Drink and Drive
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Sponsored by: EKU Substance Abuse Committee
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Tim WebtyPuWe Relations

Greek Sing fiesta
Emily Collins, a member of Kappa Delia, sings her heart our during
Greek Sing Saturday night. Greek Weekend kicked off its annual
events this past weekend and as part ol the festivities, sororities and
Iratemities competed in a contest to see who could boggie and sing
the best.

Some
of just
get to
write
about
them.
e East*

BY (CRYSTAL ROARK

The X," the campus radio station, will be awarding over $7(X) in
prizes to 10 Eastern students this
Valentine's Day.
The student-operated radio station launched its "Hugs & Kisses
Valentine Giveaway" in an effort
to increase campus awareness of
the radio station, cable channel
60.
In the largest promotion in the

history of "The X." over 20 local
businesses donated cash and
prizes to support the contest.
Expecting to raise less than $500,
the station was both shocked and
surprised when the prizes totaled
$731.
"This was a bigger promotion
than 104.5. The Cat." said
Warner Allen, promotion director.
Campus interest was at an alltime high, with 200 students
submitting entry forms Jan. 28
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The Progress always
welcomes story ideas or
opinion pieces. Deadline for
submissions is noon Monday
prior to the Thursday publication.

'The X* shows Valentine spirit
Assistant Accent editor

»

Chris,
My Prince
Caspian.
You have
made my
world full of
ribbons of
euphoria.
Shine on...
Your
reggae
woman

LIMITED TIME!

624-1540

Add FRIES for a BUCK!

Across from Richmond Mall
1 mile east of campus

Best pizza. Best Subs, Best Prices!

Send Love & Kisses This
Valentine's Day!
' Mixed Arrangements with Valentine's Trim
• Roses • Balloons • Carnations
Candy • Valentine's Mugs
Loose
Wrapped Roses

Hankerin' for some
Home Cookin!?
Make a trail to EKU BBQ and
Grill in the Fountain Food Court
Powell.
Featuring:
Hot Fresh Baked Potatoes
Rotisserie Chicken
Steamed Vegetables
BBQ Pork
Menu selections Rotate Daily.
So Stop by and check out the
daily round-up!
10am 2pni Monday Friday

HOT WINGS
$3.25

-S^Q^JACKS

through Feb. 8. Of those 200.
the names of 10 finalists were
drawn Tuesday night.
All finalists will win prizes;
however, the top five prizes will
be awarded to those finalists listening to the "Morning X"
Friday morning between 8:30
and 9.
Prizes include dinners for two. a
dozen roses, a massage, a sixmonth membership at Powerhouse
Gym, movie passes, gift certificates
and tanning bed visits.

EKU BBQ and Grill

«33-lS7S 3E jfefiSl

$

3

Richmond Greenhouse & Rower Shop
WestoverAve.
Richmond

-

Pylon-Sat
8to5
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SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS
1-800-824-5048
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ALL UNITS GULF FRONT!!
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Hurry \

ALL UNITS SLEEP 6 PERSONS
MARCH 4-MARCH 11
MARCH 11-MARCH 18
MARCH 18 MARCH 25
MARCH 25-APRIL 1
APRIL 1-APRIL 8
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Saturday to Saturday Bookings Onlyitl

Spring Break At The Summit
8743 THOMAS DR.
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLA.
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I believe ifs
time to tell
Bob Knight
goodnight
I have derided Bobby Knight is
wrong for college basketball, I come
io this conclusion after years of
observing the Hoosier's headman
I ast Thursday, I was watching
Sports Centi r while I waited for the
mechanic to finish the job on mj car
What I saw in one pi< ce upset me.
Currv Kirkpatrick did a r«-|w>rt mi Luke
Keeker
For those of >mi wh<i do not know.
Keeker « i- i high -> h«ml basketball
standout in Indiana He chose Indiana
University. and Coach Knight, as the
beneficiary of his talents Recker < ante
to Indiana, played well, hut couldn't
warm up to Knight and his "way." In
April. Recker deckled to transfer from
Indiana. He chose
Arizona.
Last
summer,
Recker and his girl
friend of one year,
Kelly, were vacationing
in Colorado with her
parents. The last night
of their vacation, they
decided to go into a
nearby town for a carni
val. Recker, Kelly, her
JEREMY
brother and the owner
STEVENSON
of the car headed off.
Mental Floss
Their lives were about
to be changed forever
As they headed into a curve, a
drunken driver crossed the line and hit
them head on.

4

The Aftermath
In the accident, Recker nearly lost an
ear. his girlfriend is paralyzed from the
waist down, her brother cannot walk or
speak and the driver was killed. The
drunken driver is awaiting trial.
The destruction caused by that accident couldn't really IK- measured. Four
very young lives will never be the same
I admire Keeker and his girlfriend. I
admire the way they have dealt with loss
I do not admire Bobby Knight and
the way he handles loss.
You would think a kid who played for
Knight would hold at least a small place
in what should be his heart. Knight never
called Recker. Knight told a C hicago
newspaper he didn't call because Recker
wasn't really hurt badlj Knight did have
his secretary try to call Kelly. Ihe secretary left a message on her machine and

Knight never called back.
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Ten in a row
Men drop two more
in OVC, on road

BY ANDREW KERSV

Sports write/
Ihe men's basketball team had a disappoinling tour in Tennessee last week
MS the) losi two conference games.
I In- Colonels lost to Middle
Tennessee state 94-71 on Thursday and
Tcnnessi e Tech 91-66 on Saturday. 'Ihe
t. olon.ls (6-16 overall. 2-11 OVC) have
rtow plummeted to the bottom of the
conference standings after starting the
season 5-1, and winning their first two
conference games.
I .as!
week's losses began in
iVlurfreeaboro ;is MTSl' finished with a blisr
tering . >l percent overall shooting performance, and fell just short of setting a school
record for three points with 53.6 percent.
The only thing keeping the Blue
Raiders from the record was two desperate attempts by reserve Marcus Mason.
Mason's shots banged off the rim in the
closing seconds. MTSll had its best two
shooting performances of the year
against Eastern.
Every time the Colonels would chip
away at the margin, they were quieted
with a M IBU three pointer.
With over It) minutes to go in the second half, it looked as if the Colonels
might climb back into the game as they
trailed 54-45, but sharp shooter Jonathan
Whit worth hit one of his five three pointers W spark a 6-0 run and a 6045 lead.
The spurt was quickly answered by
Colonel point guard Whitney Robinson
when he came down the court nailed a
three, slide the entrance pass from
MI'S! I and laid in two more points to cut
the had to 10.
History repeated itself all night as
M'l"Sl I forward Kenyata Chisholm came
back down the court and sank a three to
push the lead back to 13.
The clincher for MTSll came right
after the shot from Chisholm when
Eastern sophomore Will Morris and
junior Darcell Williams got charged with
technical fouls after an altercation with
MTSU's Cedrick Wallace.
Wallace nailed both free throws, and
with 9:20 remaining, the Colonels trailed
by 15 again. The MTSU three-point
storm did not stop there.
The Blue Raiders hit two more three
pointers in the next two minutes after

Eastern's Robinson and power forward
Sam Hoskin combined for six points in
the paint. Robinson led all scorers with
24 points and dished out three assists
and only three turnovers.
Robinson made 8 of 17 attempted
shots and enjoyed one of his season
highs in scoring.
"This game gave me a lot of confidence. It was definitely a momentum
booster, but I wish we had the win to go
with it." Robinson said.
With less than two minutes to go. the
Cokmels were being blown out 80-60 after
MTSU's Wallace and leading scorer
Fernando < )rtiz teamed up lor seven points.
The Colonels could only watch as
they collected their 15th loss by a score
of 8562.
The next stop for the Colonels was
Tennessee Tech at the Eblen Center in
Cookeville on Saturday. Tennessee
Tech jumped out to an early 7-2 lead and
never looked back.
The Colonels have been plagued by
turnovers. They racked up 16 on
Thursday, and 13 against Tech.
The Colonels never led in the game
as they were blown out 91-66.
"Protecting the ball is very important.
Passing and catching is a very fundamental part of the game that we need to
work on." said assistant coach Tom
Souder.
'Ihe game stayed relatively close in
the first half as the Colonels trailed by
six at the 9:56 mark. But Tech rattled off
seven unanswered points to push the
lead to 13 in only two minutes of play
and Eastern was forced to call timeout.
The Colonels came out of the break
and went on a run to come within eight
with less than five minutes to go.

Men's basketball
Who Austin Peay
Who*. Tonight at 8
Whan Alumni Coliseum

Who: Tennessee St.
WhOH: Saturday at 4:15
WhOTO: Alumni Coliseum

Corey Wilson/Progress
Sophomore Will Morris takes to the air to score during a game earlier this season

Lady Colonels lose to Middle Tennessee State; 87-54

I don't guess almost having your ear
ripped off. or seeing the person you love
be paralyzed would hurt at all to Knight.
I bet if Keeker had remained a lloosier.
he may have gotten a call every day from
Knight, just to say hello and to tell
Recker how much he meant Io the team.
But, since Ri i ker was no Longer a
part of Knight's team, he was on the
wrong learn
How can Indiana 1 niversity be
proud ol a eoaeh who turns his back on

BY JOHN HAYS

Sports writer

players?
Class
III tell \oii who had class in this sitUa
lion: Lute Olson, Arizona's head coach.
Keeker had originally d< cid< >l to transfer
to Arizona, hm after the a. < idenl Arizona
was too far from Indiana. Keeker trans
ferred again, ilii- time to Iowa Olson
faced the same dilemma as Knight. He
was about to lose a player he knew
would benefit an ah
I
i cat team.
Instead of turning his back on Recker,
he told him it was probabh a good idea
to follow his heart. No harsh winds ol
criticism, onl) fatherly c (impassion.
Recker i> now in Iowa, with another
of Knight's favorite people. Sieve
Alford I'.II ins, ol Ni \.\ mles. Keeker
will rn>t be eligible In i In ugai
iiil
the second h ill ol next s< ason
I Infortunately. Kirighl i in be seen on
the sideline* of e-verj Indiana game, lie
can be se< n milling and raving al play
ers, offii uils and. helievi ii or not,
reporters. Ihe sail thing is ihe mil) per
son Knighl should l» ranting and i
at looks at him in the mirror even day.

Corey Wilson/Progress
Coach Inman and his assistants. Joanna Bernabei and Lisa Pace watch action from a game eariier this season.

Ihe NI I losi one ol its greatest pass
rusher-.ou i this week Derrick llionias.
Thomas, a Kansas i i t«. i II'K ' played
eleven season- llionias made nim I'ro
Howls and averaged 11
son during Ins e in ei
- also
had more than one la
ii i iireel
I hi
lil I honias wa ilso a
great player ufl the fi< Id. In 1995, he
was voted i In Nil Humanitarian ol the
i ear by fellow p| IJ i
My heart goes out to Ihe family,
coaches, players, and fans who loved
#58. football lost a giant this week.
Life is short, enjo)

%

assists
Middle Tennessee was led by
Joanne Aluka. who lead all
scorers with 26 points and 10
rebounds. Aluka converted
on nine of 13 field goals and
eight of eight from the charity stripe.

Ladies lose to OVC leader Tennessee Tech
BY JOHN HAYS

Sports Wl

Loss

The Lady Colonels journeyed into Murfreesboro.
Tenn. last Thursday night
looking to break a two-game
losing streak against the
Middle Tennessee Lady
Raiders. What the Lady
Colonels were not looking
for was a red-hot Lady
Raider team, which would
shoot 51.7 percent from the
field. Eastern's losing skid
extended bv the score of 8274.
"We played very competitive tonight," Eastern head
coach tarry Joe Inman said,
"ll seemed that every time
we would get close. Middle
Tennessee would capitalize
in transition or take advantage in their half-court
game."
Avenging a 90-70 loss to the
Lady Colonels in January.
MTSll (910 overall. 6-5 OVC)
opened tin- game on fire, blistering the nets on 53.3 percent
shooting in the first half, taking
a 36-28 lead into the locker
room.

"We didn't play good halfcourt defense at all and were
out-hustled on the boards."
Inman said. "We converted in
our transition game, but their
inside game was the factor at
the end of the game."
The Lady Colonels ((Ml
overall. 6-5 OVC) shot 37 per
cent for the game and hit
only 3 of 18 three-pointers.
"We missed some wide
open threes and it seemed
that the ball just would not
fall for us when we had good
looks at the basket," Inman
said.
The lady Colonels were led
by center Candice Finley with
17 points. Zoey Artist continued her line play off the bench
contributing 14 points, 12
rebounds, five steals and four
assists. Maria (icarhart finished with 14 points and four

hi Ihe final game of a tough
line road trip, the lady
Colonels knew their work was
cut onl lor them as they fated
OVC leader Tennessee I cell
Salurda) night in the Eblen
i enter
I In- work proved to tough.
howevi i. and the Lady Colonels
suffered their fourth straight
loss 87-54. The loss dropped
Eastern to fourth place in the

(JVC.
' \\ e didn't play well al all
tonight, on either end of the
floor." Inman said "We didn't
execute on our open shots and
lech defended us very well,

inside and out "
Tech (17-6 overall, 12-0 OVC)
jumped out to an early 7-2 lead
behind a Janet Holt lay-up and a
three pointer by guard Alison
Clark.
Eastern (942 overall. 6-6 OVC)
kepi (he game close early in the
contest and led by as many as
live points.
The next eight minutes s;iw
Ihe learns battle back and forth,
exchanging leads seven times.
With 8:12 remaining in the half,
the Golden Eaglettes went on a
lit spurt.
Gearhart nailed back to back
three's to cut Tech's lead to 13
points. 51-38, but that was as
close as the l.ady Colonels

" Hopefully this Is
a wake up call.
Larry Joe Inman
Ladies head coach

would get as Tech countered
with another 14-4 run, giving

the Golden Eaglettes s 65-42
lead.
Tech controlled the final 14
minutes of Ihe game, outscoring Eastern 39-14 and outrebounding the Lady Colonels
48-32.
"I am very disappointed in
our rebounding," Inman said.

"We absolutely were beat to
death on the boards. This kind
of thing happens when you
don't put your body on someone
and block out."
Tennessee Tech was led by
junior center Diane Seng with
20 points.
(icarhart, who finished with
15 points, and Mikki Bond,
pitched in 11 points and four
rebounds, led Eastern.
"Hopefully, this is a wake-up
call," added Inman. "Even
though we've hit a little skid,
everyone that knows sports
knows how lough it is to play on
the road. We're definitely not
down and out and we are going
to battle back.

women's
Basketball
Who: Austin Peay
WhOH: Tonight, 6 p.m.
t: Alumni Coliseum

Who: Tennessee State
Whon Saturday. 2 p.m
WhorO:Alumni Coliseum

*
\
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College students spend more money on gambling than they do on alcohol.

You gotta know when to
BY JERBIY STEVENSON

Sportseditor
Editor's note: This is the second
story in a two part series about
gambling and the college expert-.
MM.
The problem of gambling on
college campuses hardly ends
with the student-athlete. In fact,
gambling among non-athletes
may be bigger than with athletes,
because there are many more
non-athletes.
Tom Vincent, communications
director for Americans Against
Organized Gambling, wrote in a
letter to USA Today that students
spend as much money on gambling as they do on alcohol. He
went on to say a Harvard study
indicates teens have a 300 percent
higher addictive illicit gambling
rate compared to adults.
Students on college campuses
are involved with gambling on
both sides of the coin. Students
are not only placing bets, but they
are taking them as well. Joseph
Delia I'icira. a junior at Columbia
University in New York, was
picked up for his involvement in a
gambling ring that netted an estimated $10 million per year.
The days of most bookies
being big guys named Vinnie are
over. Mobsters aren't the only
people who run gambling rings;
some college students are making
books while they hit the books. A
man in a fraternity, for example,
has many prospective clients.
The NCAA has rules governing the behavior of student-athletes, but a different handbook
governs the behavior of the nonathlete. State and local laws in all
but four states prohibit gambling.
A 1998 study by the University
of Minnesota found 91 percent of
men and 84 percent of women
had gambled at least once within

HOLD
Corey WrtsorVProaress
the last year. Most students
enjoyed casino games such as
cards or slot machines.
Among men. however, betting
on athletics was the most popular.
Colleges across the United
States have problems with gambling, whether the administra-

tions know it or not.
An Illinois State University
study found 23 percent of students are gamblers. The study,
conducted by criminal justice
chair Henry Lesieur. found almost
5.5 percent of all students are
pathological gamblers.

It is impossible to tell by looking at someone whether or not
they have a problem with gambling. The only way a person
addicted to gambling can be
helped is if they choose it for
themselves.
"People that have addictions

FREE EMBROIDERY!!
Bring in this coupon
for FREE 3-letter monogram
with the purchase of any item
in our store**

and keep on chillinl
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are careful about covering them financial aid money and gambled
up. If an individual is addicted, it." I'd say it's a pretty big probthere should be concern. It's a lem," he said.
destructive behavior," Eastern
The Internet has played a role
baseball coach Jim Ward said.
in the rise of gambling among colA 24-year-old Eastern student, lege students. Within five minutes
who wished to remain anony- of entering a search engine, colmous, said he had been gambling lege students have hundreds of
for seven years.
online gambling facilities at their
"The first time I sat down to fingertips. Many of Uiese are run
play poker. I walked out winning by offshore companies, making it
$13.1 thought it was a big accom- legal for people to place bets with
plishment. It got to the point them.
where I would
"It's
much better.
bet $400 or $500
It's a lot easier.
on a game of " I know people
You have your
football or baswho have
own limit as far
ketball." he said.
pawned stuff, I as how much
A college stuyou want to
dent can win as
know some
bet." he said.
much money off
"A lot of times,
one bet as many
people
who
have
part-time jobs
if you send
over $200 dolwould earn them
lars they'll give
in an entire
financial aid and you a bonus of
semester — or
like $50 dollars.
they can lose as
gambled tt.
"You can
much.
24-year-old student make all kinds
"The most I've
%% of bets, teasers,
won in one week
pleasers," he
was $1,300. but
the most I've ever dropped was said. "When you gamble (online),
the (betting) lines usually don't
about $1,500." the student said.
Gambling is illegal in move too much."
Online gambling presents
Kentucky, but gamblers often
have no problems placing bets. many risks to a college student.
Many times the bookie is in the Often, the only way to place bets
with these casinos is by credit
same town, or even on campus.
"It's easy; it's very, very easy. You card. Basically, the casino will
can bet with the bookies around allow its clients to gamble with
town, or you can send money money they may not really have.
Western Union overseas to Costa A gambler who loses a $500 bet
Rica, or the Caribbean." the stu- online may end up losing a lot
more by the time the interest rate
dent said.
The cost of gambling some- from i In - creditor adds up.
Gambling as a source of recretimes forces gamblers to sell or
pawn belongings to support their ation or as a means of financial
stability has risks.
habit.
The most important thing to
"I know a few people who have
pawned stuff. I know people who remember when gambling is that
have sold things real cheap; they there is no sure bet. It's called
sell their books back. I know "gambling" for a reason; there are
some people who have taken their no guarantees.

HEY STUDENTS:
SPRING BREAK
FUNDS RUNNING
LOW?

1

* .v
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Sera-Tec Plasma Center has new
fees for the new year!

Richmond Mall 623-6852
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Sun. 1-6

Repeat donors earn:
1st - $15
2nd - $25

•This offer good until 02-19-00 (up to I inch)'
I ^m BM MB MB MB MB MB MB MB MB MB BM BM MB MB MB MB

Considering Abortion?
Your health and safety are important to us!
Free pregnancy test with immediate results
Confidential Services - woman-to-woman
Tuesday and Wednesday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Thursday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

(Donations must be made in the same Mon.-^arrW^k)

■ ■

■

New donors earn:
1st - $20
2nd - $25

I

V

(2nd donalion made within 10 days)
Limited time offer
if fir titVOrlHw rmwl'i T. *«**-*. -*• fnmf

^jraw ' ■

SERA-TEC
292 SOUTH 2ND STREET
RICHMOND, KY (606) 624-9815

ffliI,HlKlXi;iKl.,.l.v.lIl
en tine s

Pregnancy H«lp Center

EKU Cut* Ch«nn*.l SO

her

Located at the corner of 3rd and Water, Richmond

ell

624-3942
See us on the web at PHC.Jcubed.com

The Daytona Welcome Center
It's warmer here and we love spring breakers1
No need to S|
"loney
•lcdalions.
CALL
1-800-881-9173

' .rday no

Hugs & Kisses Valentine
Giveaway

15 of Daytona s
finest hotels to
choose from at
Daytona s best
prices. Hotel rooms
on the beach Ask
about our Spring
Break Party C

NO ONE CAN BEAT OUR PRICES

psss.... Know any good sports?
Tell Jeremy Stevenson, 1871.

Paula Campbell

^eatfyifut
It's easy at Merle Norman Cosmetic
Studios. Our Beauty Advisors will help you select the
skin care and cosmetics she'll adore . . . then create
■an exquisite Rift basket for you. (We'll also tuck in
invitations tor a Free Makeover and Free Five Minute
Hydrating Facial.) Need an initant l-love-you?
Choose a Merle Norman gift certificate.
F.ithcr way, you'll capture her heart.

New Colors for Spring
Arriving 2-18-00
Calf to schedule Your Spring
Main-Over today/

mERL F

n O RfTIRn

624-9825
839 EKU By-Pass
Richmond, KY
Hours: Mon.-Sat.
10 am - 7 pm
FREE Gift Wrapping!

Casey Carnes
f\cr*"

V"%

Mindi Huff
Kim Kurtz

t»-0f

,»<*'•

Tricia Murphy
*.<*

****""•

Erin Parsons

s*

Jake Russ
©•p*

Melissa Webb
Jennifer Wethington
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Karen Young

y
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More than $700 in Prizes!
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Carriage Gate Shopping Center

<z

<&*.

%£*
•%,
xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo
All finalists are prize winners but must listen to the
Morning X and be ready for a phone call from Ben and
Bemie between 8:30 a.m.-9 a.m. for top five prizes.

»
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Mascots; fun,
or are they
making ftin?
What's the first thing that hat with a huge gold cross around
comes to your mind when some- his neck breakdances to Will
one says the word Redskins? Are Smith songs and throws holy
you automatically offended by water on the crowd after every
such a word because you know it touchdown. I do not think it
as a demeaning racial slur used to would go over very well among
those in the Christian faith.
degrade American Indians?
Maybe, as many claim, these
Probably not. The word
probably conjures images of mascot names are supposed to
the
NFL'8
Washington honor the heritage of American
Redskins football team to the Indians.
Yet, somehow we justify makaverage. non-American Indian
ing goofy mascots out of a race of
sports fan.
people whose land we stole, and
How is it we can hear a liorri
ble racial slur and associate it whom we herded into reservawith the mascot of the beloved tions. Now we have the nerve to
say we are honoring their herfootball team in
itage.
our
nation's
Many Native American
Capitol?
groups have spoken out against
What could
using their titles and symbols
these people
for mascots. How are we honorhave
been
ing them bv going against their
thinking when
will5
they
named
One of my favorite examples,
teams
such
which helps to disprove the claim
things as the
heritage is being honored with
Washington
these mascots, is with the
Redskins. DEVIN KLARKR
Kansas
City Sporty Thought Cleveland Indians baseball team.
Cleveland's logo is a big, redChiefs and the
skinned, smiling, cartoon face of
Atlanta Braves?
Is it just that we are blind to an Indian. It is not very honorable
the fact these words are sacred by any means.
Besides all the sensible reaand respected among Native
Americans? 1 don't know who sons there are for getting rid of all
comes up with these names, but these grossly misrepresented
did anyone stop to think a Native American mascots, should"brave" was a highly respected n't the facts that it would be so
honorary title in many Native easy to change logos and we have
American cultures? Now. foam so many other colorful mascots to
tomahawks are mass-produced choose from be enough?
This decision is really a noand mocking chants during the
seventh-inning stretch are a com- brainer. In Nebraska, they have
banned all Native American masmon practice.
How can we name a football cots, sacred objects and ceremoteam after a chief, the elder leader nial traditions in all sports with litand esteemed religious figure of tle problem. Would it be too diffimany tribes? (letting some guy to cult to make this a national trend?
Even if all such mascots are
put on face paint and a few feathers and ride around on a horse banned, which I think will happen
screaming at a halftime show is eventually. I feel the injustice
not only historically inaccurate, it these sports teams have inflicted
is demeaning. It is like telling on Native Americans by disreNative Americans we think their specting their culture in such a
blatant manor can never be totally
beliefs are a joke.
Imagine a Native American justified. A public apology should
Football league and a team called be given by whoever had the
the Pittsburgh Priest A man bonehead idea to name a team the
dressed in a white robe and big "Washington Redskins."

► Sports Brief
Diamond Boosters hold
dinner and auction

Eastern baseball team
picked to finish second

The Diamond Boosters will
have their annual dinner and
silent auction in support of
Kastern baseball Saturday in
the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Activities begin at 6 p.m. with
a silent auction and reception.
Dinner will be served at 7
p.m.
This year's guest speakers will
be three former Eastern baseball
players: Kastem Vice President of
Development, and co-founder of
EKU Diamond Boosters. Don
Feltner; National I-eague umpire
and former pitcher Sam
Holbrook; and former player
Randy White, who will be presented with his uniform as part of the
festivities.
There will also be a large
selection of baseball-related
memorabilia up for grabs in the
silent auction, including autographed Ken Griffey and Barry
I-arkiii jerseys, plus a large selection of signed baseballs and
framed pictures.
Donations to the Kastern baseball program can be made by
sending a check to the EKU
Diamond Boosters, along with
your name, address and telephone number to the Eastern
Athletic Ticket office, or to the
baseball department at Alumni
Coliseum.

In a preseason poll of the OVC
coaches, the Colonel's baseball
squad was predicted to finish second in the conference behind
Middle Tennessee. Two other
polls. Collegiate Weekly and
Baseball America, predicted the
Colonels to finish first and second,
respectively, in the conference.
Head baseball coach Jim Ward
thinks the OVC should be well
balanced this year. He said he
hopes the weather warms up so
the team can get some outdoor
practice in before the season
opener Feb. 18 at University of
North Carolina at Wilmington.

In this comlng-of-age comedy, a group or four high
school seniors make a pad
to lose their virginity by
prom night, or die trying In
their outrageous attempts
to fulfill this mission, they
come to some surprising,
hilarious and often touching
realizations about themselves, their friendships,
their notions of love and
romance and their relations
with the opposite sex

-Home of Richmond's only
Rowdy table contest
•Must bo 21 with s valid ID
to enter
Now Hiring

Free drink
with purchase of Buffet
11:30-130 M-F 12:00-2:00 Sun

home
cookin?

Football team signs 16
Coach Roy Kidd recently
announced the signing of 16 football prospects for the 2000 season. Of the signees, two are instate recruits. One of those two
recruits is a Madison Central
graduate. Tee Parks, a 6-foot running back, is from Richmond.
Other recruits include seven
players from Florida, five from
Georgia, and one each from Ohio
and Mississippi. Kidd said the
football program feels "really
good" about the new signees. He
said he thinks they are the kind of
athletes who can help Eastern
return to the winning ways of its
championship years.

Get a Large 1 -Topping
just like Mom's for only
99
Campus Delivery Only

PlZTa^iut
M^JZgM M 1UI

623-2264

■

1059 BEREA RD.
RICHMOND, KY.
623-9580

jus, off the Bypas

SEAFOOD

Fish' N Chicken
Dinner
Chicken Dinner

Men's tennis roster
Rob Bushman, Senior
Christian Lentz. Senior
Brad Herrera. Junior
Jason Crutchfield, Sophomore
Matt Boot, Freshman
Alvin Cheng, Freshman
Daniel Dodson, Freshman
Lee Lester, Freshman
Brian Stephenson, Freshman
Women's tennis roster
Tara Williams, Junior
Susan Ferguson. Sophomore
April Dixon. Sophomore
Sandy Swanepoel, Freshman
Rachel Long. Freshman
Andie Hill, Freshman
Kelli Williams. Freshman

Boca Raton, FL
Jeffersonville, IN
Versailles, KY
Waynesville. OH
Elkhart, IN
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Minford. OH
Harrodsburg. KY
Louisville, KY
Jasper, IN
Ashland, KY
Jupiter, FL
Gauteng, South Africa
Richmond, KY
West Liberty, KY
Louisa.KY
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New Fish, Shrimp
& Chicken Platter $5"
Fc« ■ Wind hme only
Al parDcvatng CaptMi C s

SI1KIMI' & l-Kll.SD CHICK!3M&FRIES
Chicken, Fries,
<L *■% EC
Hush Puppies & ^ yr_
Sweet & Sour Sauce ***

i Bite Size Shrimp.
, Fries Hush Puppie
■ & Cocktail Sauce

' One dinner psv ;*mipor» So* •>>•■'
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Hush Puppies
f Sc Tartar Sauce
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MONDAY-FRIDAY:
Three movies run consecutively on Channel 56, 5:3011:30 p.m. Beginning at approximately 11:30 p.m., one
movie will be shown continuously on each of the four
chsnnels (56.57.58, and 59).

Channels 56«57«S8»59

Jaeen Bigs*, Tars Raid.
Netaaha Lyoma. Hana Suvarl
Un<var»at. Dwscted by Cnne
Waltz and Paul W.fti
Rated R; S6 maweM; ISM

p.m.

Miss that
good

Open 6 p.m.
until midnight

-Half price dances until S

-Free admission on
Mondays
-Richmond's only adult
entertainment bar
-Nightly drink specials

The Eastern men*s tennis team has struggled so far this year.
The Colonels are 0-4 in matches in 2000. Friday, the Colonels will
play Dayton and Murray, Sunday the Colonels host Tennessee
Tech. at the Greg Adams Indoor Tennis Center.
The ladies first match will be against Western on Feb. 18.

Sliowlng MewReleases
Assocunoa

wwm

r nmim*sgwr

► Tennis

INEMA
B'^I)

221 East Water St.
Richmond. KY
606-623-4429

SATURDAY-SUNDAY:
Two movies play alternately
on each of the four channels
thru 7:30 a.m. Monday.

'

Denzel Washington, Angela Bassatt. Albert Hall.
Al Freeman, Jr., Delroy Undo, Spike Lea
Warner Bros.; Directed by Spike Lea
Rated PG-13; 201 minutes: 1903
No other film m recent memory has created so much audience
interest as MALCOLM X, the fascinating look at the life of the
visionary black leader, vividly brought to the screen by
premier filmmaker. Spike Lee. Controversial and crrbcaKyacclaimed. MALCOLM X tells the story of a man whose ideas
touched the lives of millions and have continued to do so long
after his death.

G. I. JANE
Demi Moore. Vlggo Mortenean, Anne Bancroft,
Jason Beghe
Hollywood Pictures: Directed by Ridley Scott
Rated R; 12S minutes: 1007
Demi Moore plays the first female Navy SEAL In this action
drama that tells of an officer's struggle to overcome a
physically grueling schedule, harassment and sabotage,
with the knowledge that the figure of the woman In the military
depends on her success Unaware that political forces are
batting on opposite sides of the issue, she joins the SEALS
In an experiment testing woman's effectiveness in male
combat units. The actions turns on a dramatic accident at
sea that presents her with a life or death challenge, proving
she's "one good woman."

Hugh Grant, Julia Roberts, Rhys Hans, Hugh
Bonnevllla,
Qlna McKae, Tim Mclnnemy, Emms Chambers
Universal Pictures; Directed by Roger Micheii
Rated PG-13; 124 minutes; 1000
A romantic comedy chronicling the amusing and unusual
courtship that begins when the unassuming owner of a small
travel bookstore (Hugh Grant) finds his world turned upside
down after the biggest movie star in the world (Julia Roberts)
walks into Ns store and kisses him. Life, understandably,
becomes extremely complicated for everyone NOTTING
HILL reunites the talents of screenwriter Richard Curtis and
producer Duncan Kenworthy, who previously collaborated
on TOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL "
Julia Roberts. Richard Gere. Joan Cusack, Rita Wilson
116 minutes; 19M

Paramount; Dkectod by Gerry Marshall
Rated PO
'

1

From the director of "PRETTY WOMAN" comes this romantic comedy featuring Julia Roberts, who, having already left
three grooms al the altar, is facing another trip down the
aisle. Her antics attract the attention of Richard Gere, a
cynical reporter who writes a scathing article about her
marital near misses Though their initial encounters are
adversarial, their relationship turns to love Rita Wilson is
Gere's ex-wile and owner of the newspaper where he
works, Joan Cusack plays the would-be bride's best friend.
The ■PRETTY WOMAN" trio brings us the year's best "Dste
Night" film
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AmMsd (R) 154.55
American Pie (R) 96.06
CasetXincj (MR) 103.05
Elizabeth (R) 123.25
ExMsra (R) 97.10
G.I. Jane (R) 125.45
Inspector Gadget (PG) 78.55

Life Is Beautiful (MR) 111.20
Matcom X (PG-13) 20145
Netting HW (PG-13) 124.30
Runaway Bride (PG) 11135
She's AM That (PG-13) 0545
Singln' In The Rain (MR) 102.55
South Park (R) 81.50

I

Tsnan (G) 88.55
The Haunting (PG13) 113.00
The Power Of One (PG-13) 127.10
The Very Thought Of You (NR) 85.10
Universal Soldier: The Return (R)
•Ml
MM, Wild West (PG) 108.05
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The Colonels get underway for the new
season, starting next week /Bl
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Director fired
for sexual
harassment

Ticket

MASTER

BY DENA TACKETT
ANDJACMTAFELDMAN

News writers

Explicit sexual comments
and Internet pornography
were the basis of a harassment
claim filed against Fred Gooch.
director of accounts eventually
lead to his termination Feb.7.
The same day, he turned in
a hand-written, four-line letter
appealing his termination to
President Robert Kustra.
"It's in the appeal process
right now, and I would rather
not comment on it at this time,"
(iooch. an 36-year Eastern
employee, said yesterday.
According to a memo from
Vice
President
for
Administration and Finance
Doug Whitlock, as of Feb. 8
Gooch was suspended with
pay. He makes $66,569 a year.
The complaint was filed by

a woman who works in
Gooch's office to Associate
Vice
President
Linda
Kuhnhenn. In the complaint,
the woman said on Jan.4.
Gooch repeatedly asked her
questions about her husband's
"performance." and his penis.
The woman said Gooch used a
paperclip and pencil to demonstrate inserting objects into a
penis, and asked her what the
couple "put inside of it,"
according to the complaint
"In almost every occasion I
am in Fred's office, he will
either mention breasts or genitalia in some aspect before I
leave, and he has done this
since I have been at the uni
versify," the complaint said.
On several occasions,
according to the complaint,
Gooch asked her to look up an
See Haraaament/A6

► Black History Month

Corey Wilson/Progress
Coach Perry yells directions to his team Saturday during the game
Photos by Corey Wilson
Officer Don Hisle places a $20 citation on a pickup truck Monday afternoon tor parking in an employee space. He averages about eight tickets a day.

Don Hisle braves
the elements to
protect parking

If I write someone
a ticket because
they're parked in
a fire lane they get
mad at me, but
they should be
mad at
themselves.

BY SHA PHILLIPS

Assistant news writer

It began on Jan. 15. 1989. Don
Hisle started working the
evening shift for Eastern's
Division of Public Safety. He
drove around campus giving tickets, towing cars and barricading
parking spaces.
"I'd average about 75 tickets
per an eight hour shift," Hisle
said.
He is now the security guard
for the Jones lot. If you've ever
tried to park there, chances are
you've seen Hisle. He still writes
tickets and controls parking, but
he only averages about eight citations a day now.
"If I write someone a ticket
because they're parked in a fire
lane they get mad at me. but they
should be mad at themselves,"
Hisle said.
There is more to Hisle than
writing citations.
"He's the best public relations

- Don Hisle
representative Eastern could have,"
said President Robert Kustra.
Kustra, who was friends with
Hisle before he became the president, said people who visit his
office say how fortunate Eastern is
to have him working there.
"He's absolutely the best message Eastern can send to constituents about what a caring and
compassionate place this is."

► Inside
Accent
Classifieds ....
Perspective
PoliceBeat ....
Sports
What's On Tap

► Weather

TODAY
Hi: 46
Low: 33
^u
Conditions: Partly (■

.

B4
. . A4
A2.3
. . A4
. B1-3
B5

|

FRI: Rain
SAT: Mostly Cloudy
SUN: partly Cloudy

^Reminder
There is no school Monday because
of President's Day.

Kustra said.
Hisle and Kustra often share
conversations about their dogs.
On Valentine's Day, Hisle and
his wife took their 2-year-old
Chihuahua, Taco, to get his nails
clipped. Taco showed up to the
Hisle household on Aug. 27, 1999
out of nowhere, scared and lonely.
"I think some boy or man had
mistreated him. But finally he gol

SGA Cabinet
ousts Myers
BY JAIME VINSON ANO JENNIFER ROGERS

News writers

Student government association voted
out long-time veteran Tom Myers as its
adviser, and decided to appoint someone
new to the position.
"We needed to make a transition to move
into a new era and we just wanted an adviser
for a new era," said Student Government
Association President Chris Pace.
The cabinet overwhelmingly voted in
favor of a new adviser.
"There's 10 people on the cabinet. 8
were in favor of getting a new adviser.
That was where the whole decision /
See Senate/A6

Tom Myers was
voted out as SGA
adviser at a special
meeting Saturday.

to trusting me and now I can't take
my shoes off without him right
behind me," Hisle said.
Taco's life has changed since
joining their family according to
Hisle.
"He takes spells where it's like
you've given him a shot of energy
and runs and runs," Hisle said.
See Cop/A6

Coach finds
hero in father
BY ANDREW KERSEY

Sports writer

Eastern head basketball
coach Scott Perry and his family are not strangers to pioneering their way into success. Both Perry and his
father Lowell are AfricanAmericans who were the first
to become leaders in important positions.
Perry accepted the head
coaching position at Flastern
as the first black head coach
in the university's history.
Lowell was the first black
coach to serve in the NFL.
I-owell played receiver in the
league and was injured in his
rookie season. He then decided to pursue a career in
coaching receivers, as
opposed to playing the position. In 1957. Ixiwell opened
the door for other black
coaches after he accepted a
position with Art Roonie's
Pittsburgh Steelers.
Perry explained his father

has always been his biggest
hero as well as his role model
through life*
"I couldn't have scripted a
better role model to have in
my life. He has always been,
and continues to be. an inspiration and a mentor to me
through the accomplishments
that he has made in life."
Perry said. "He has always
had the greatest of character,
and he has always been willing to give and help people."
Perry proceeded to quote
Winston Churchill as a way to
describe how his father has
lived, and how his father
taught him to live; generously
and honestly.
"You make a living out of
what you do. but you make a
life out of what you give." said
Perry quoting Churchill.
Pictures of Perry with
ESPN broadcaster Dick Vitalc
and Toronto Raptor's coach
See Coach/A6

Yearbook goes electronic
BY JACINTA FELMIAN

Editor

Like so many other things in this world.
Eastern's yearbook is going e. Electronic that is.
Instead of flipping through leather-bound pages
to recapture the years past. Eastern's classes of
2000 and beyond will surf their memories on a CD.
The CD Yearbook 2000 will be sent to students
who purchase it around Jury 1.
The cost to students: $10. The cost to the university: nothing.
"We can do it for a lot less on a CD and get a lot
more on it," said Website Administrator Ron Yoder.
The virtual yearbook was the brainchild of Yoder
and Skip Daughtery, dean of student development
The duo came up with the idea after hearing some student complaints about the cancellation of the university's yearbook.
See CCVA6
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